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FOUWARD 
This report was prepared at Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
Georgia by personnel of the Construction Management Program of the School 
of Civil Engineering for the U. S. Marine Corps, under a contract from the 
Naval Construction Battalion Center, Port Hueneme, California. The work 
was performed under the technical direction of Curtis Anderson, Project 
Engineer, CEL. 
INTRODUCTION 
The design methods utilized by engineers in the Marine Amphibious 
Force facilitate the development of computer aided design (CAD) systems 
since the design of expedient and more permanent facilities is based on 
parameters which are related to the final design by well defined proce-
dures. Most of the required design procedures are clearly explained in a 
multitude of Army, Navy, and Marine Field and Technical Manuals. In a 
highly fluid battlefield situation the military engineer does not have the 
time to search out the various manuals to develop the required design. If 
the various military engineer design tasks were developed into a series of 
computer aided design software packages and stored in/with the unit's 
microcomputer, the MAF engineer would need only to call the desired appli-
cation, provide the necessary input parameters, and in a matter of seconds 
receive a completed design. This completed design could be made in a hard 
copy form using either a matrix printer/plotter or a thermal printer and 
distributed to the implementing unit. The objective of this research is 
to study the existing level of development of MAF suitable design support 
systems and propose methods for implementing design support systems in the 
MAF mission situation. 
Computer aided design effort for military construction applications 
lies mainly in the area of combat engineering, as designs for theater of 
operations facilities have already been standardized and prepared in the 
TM 5-300 series. Work on the development of computer aided designs for com-
bat engineering applications initially began in the early 1970's at the 
U. S. Army Engineer Center, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, but was later discon-
tinued as the computer technology had not sufficiently developed to provide 
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a small rugged computer that could be used under field conditions. Recent 
developments in the microcomputer have revitalized the interest in the use 
of computer aided design for combat engineering applications. 
Presently, the Army Engineer Center at Fort Belvoir is studying the 
possibilities of using small computers at the Battalion Field level. Ad-
ditionally, some effort is being applied 	the area of using programmable 
hand held calculators with preprogrammed magnetic cards to be used at 
company level and below. The most suitable level would probably be the 
squad or platoon. These magnetic tapes are preprogrammed to perform various 
design tasks so that the user need only insert the proper magnetic card, 
punch in the input parameters, and receive visual output. This implementa-
tion is excellent for determining logistical requirements and possible demo-
lition placement design, but cannot provide the design for the majority of 
platoon and company level engineering missions. 
This research will focus upon the use of the microcomputer as an aid 
to the MAF engineer in solving design problems related to military engineering 
within the An-hibious Operations Area (AOA). In the MAF, the implementing 
engineer element will probably be a battalion sized element. The use of 
computer aided designs at this level can facilitate the design process and 
enhance the capability of the small unit commander whc is responsible for the 
engineering mission's success. 
STUDY METHODOLOGY 
In an effort to better understand the problems inherent in the design 
and development of Computer Aided Design systems for the MAF, several 
systems developed previously for combat engineering design tasks were iden-
tified and studied. Based on previous research at Civil Engineering Labora-
tory, Port Hueneme, the tasks that the military engineer is most likely to 
encounter in support of the MAF were found to be: 
(1) Obstacle Fabrication and Installation/Positioning* 
(2) Minefield Placement* 
(3) Road Construction* 
(4) Prefabricated Floating Bridge Erection 
(5) Prefabricated Bridge Erection (Bailey)* 
(6) Timber Bridge Erection* 
(7) Raft Construction and Operations* 
(8) Expeditionary Airfield Construction 
(9) Helicopter Landing Site and Zone Preparation 
(10) Potable Water Supply Installation 
(11) Hygenic Services Installation 
(12) Electrical Service Installation 
(13) Camp Construction 
(14) Fuel Storage Distribution System Construction 
An investigation of these applications revealed that programs to perform 
many of these tasks have been previously prepared by the U. S. Army Engineer 
School, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and are presently being implemented by the 
20th Engineer Brigade (Combat) Airborne, Fort Bragg, N. C. Engineer tasks 
for which prototype programs have been identified are indicated by an 
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asterisk (*). 
In addition, a microcomputer implementation of a water point selection 
program has been identified and provided interesting insights into the pos-
sible implementation of an interactive program with graphics capability. 
This program was developed as a Masters Thesis project by Captain Monty J. 
Anderson, USA, at Georgia Institute of Technology. The title of the masters 
thesis report is "A Prototype Decision Support System for the location of 
Military Water Points." The methodology developed in this thesis is also 
applicable to the Fuel Storage and Electrical Service tasks listed above. 
This report will be discussed in a later section. 
In addition to the study of existing systems, prototype systems for 
the Prefabricated Floating Bridge Erection and Helicopter Landing Site and 
Zone Preparation tasks were developed. These systems were developed to 
better understand the problems involved in design and implementation of de-
sign oriented systems for use in the combat zone. The following sections 
briefly describe existing systems which were studied. Discussions of the 
systems developed within the scope of this research are then discussed. The 
final sections cover conclusions regarding the design and implementation of 
an optimal Computer Aided Design system for the MAP. 
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SYSTEMS FOR OBSTACLE PLANNING INSTALLATION 
An obstacle planning program has been designed which provides a 
rapid planning estimate for barrier construction at the MAF level. The 
obstacles coordinated by the system include: 
(1) Standard pattern minefields 
(2) Wire entanglements 
(3) Anti-vehicular ditches 
(4) Log cribs 
(5) Log/Steel/Concrete posts 
(6) Abatis 
The program is designed to calculate troop effort, equipment and materials 
for individual obstacles and the total barrier based on a one to four 
priority of obstacles. 
The obstacle program (OBSTAC) utilizes the following material/resources; 
(1) Pickets Long (15) 10' Concrete Post 
(2) Pickets Medium (16) 9" Steel Post 
(3) Pickets Short (17) M15 Hvy at Mine (MET) 
(4) Barbed Wire (400 M Reel) (18) M19 Hvy at Mine (NM) 
(5) Barbed Tape (300 M Reel) (19) M21 Killer at Mine 
(6) Barbed Wire (Concertina) (20) M16A1 AP Frag Mine 
(7) Barbed Tape (Concertina) (21) M26 AP Frag Mine 
(8) Staple (22) M3 AP Frag Mine 
(9) GP Barbed Tape Obstacle (23) M14 AP Blast Mine 
(10) TNT (LBS) (24) M25 AP Blast Mine 
(11) Cratering Charges (40 lbs) (25) M18A1 AP Frag (Claymore) 
(12) Shaped Charge (26) M49A1 Tripflare 
(13) 10' Log Post (27) Engineer Tape (Roll) 
(14) 7' Log Post (28) Anti-Handling Devices 
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The program utilizes the following equipment and manpower resources: 
(1) 2-1/2T Cargo Truckloads (6) Platoon Hours 
(2) 1-1/2T Cargo Trailerloads (7) Pile Driver Hours 
(3) 5T Dump Truckloads (8) Earth Auger Hours 
(4) Squad Hours (9) Backhoe Hours 
(5) Angle Dozer Hours (10) Grader Hours 
Additional resources considered by the Program include: 
Wall/Hurdle Log (Road Width) 
7' Log Diag Brace 
M24/M66 Off Route Mine 
M23/M1 Chem Mine 
Minefield Signs 
Sandbags 
The OBSTAC program will evaluate any number of barrier plans. The 
overall plan and individual obstacles in each plan can be assigned 
a priority of 1 to 4. 
Specific obstacles and input required for each obstacle are as 
given below: 
A. 	Minefields: 
(1) This program will analyze and compute requirements for a 
standard pattern minefield. 
(2) Inputs: 
(a) Minefield Density i.e., 1, 2, 2. 
(b) IOE Representative Cluster 
(c) Minefield Front in Meters 
(d) Minefield Depth in Meters 
(e) Percent Anti-Handling Devices 
(f) At Mine Type: M-15, M-19, M-21 
(g) APF Mine Type: M16A1, M26, M3 
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(h) APB Mine Type: M-14, M-25 
(i) Obstacle Priority 
(j) Type Truck for Mine Haul: 21/27 Cargo, 11/2T Trailer, 
5 Ton Dump 
(k) Will Trucks be overloaded 
(3) Outputs 
(a) Minefield requirements 
(b) Cluster composition table 
(4) A sample of the input/output of the Minefield portion 
of the OBSTAC program would appear as follows: 
Standard Pattern Minefield 
INPUT 
Minefield Density (1, 2, 4) 
IOE Representative Cluster (1, 0, 2) 
Minefield Front in Meters 	 (300) 
Minefield Dept in Meters (100) 
Percent Anti-Handling Devices 	 (20) 
At Mine Type: M-15, M-19, M-21 (M-19) 
APF Mine Type: M16A1, M26, M3 	 (M-16A1) 
APF Mine Type: M-14, M-25 	 (M-14) 
Obstacle Priority 	 (1) 
Type Truck for Mine Haul 	 (5 Ton Dump) 
Will Trucks be Overloaded (no) 
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OUTPUT  
DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR MINEFIELD 
(PRIORITY 1) IN PLAN 1 
RESOURCE 	 AMOUNT 	REQ.  
Platoon Hours 	 11 
Pickets Medium 90 
Barbed Wire (400 M Reel) 	 7 
St Dump Truckloads 	 4.10969387755 
M19 Hvy at mine (NM) 368 
M16A1 AP Frac Mine 	 660 
M14 AP Blast Mine 1395 
Minefield Signs 	 90 
Engineer Tape (Roll) 	 33 
Sandbags 	 1632 
Anti-Handling Devices 	 74 
SUGGESTED CLUSTER COMPOSTION TABLE 
IOE Cluster Comp 
	
AT 	APF 	APB 
	
1 0 2 
Main Field Density 
	
AT 	APF 	APB 
1 2 4 
STRIP 	AT 	APF 	APB 	TOTAL 
1 3 	 5 
0 	2 	 2 4 
1 1 2 	 4 
0 	1 	 3 4 
1 1 2 	 4 
TOTALS 	3 	6 	 12 	 0 
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B. 	Wire Entanglements: 
(1) The program will analyze requirements for the following 
wire entanglements: 
(a) Double Apron Fence - 4 & 2 pace 
(b) Double Apron Fence - 6 & 3 pace 
(c) High Wire 
(d) Low Wire 4 & 2 pace 
(e) 4 Strand Cattle Fence 
(f) Triple Standard Concerntina 
(g) GP Barbed Tape Obstacles 
(2) Inputs: 
(a) Type Deployment: 
1 Conventional Linear Deployment 
2 Base Camp Defense 
(b) Frontage or perimeter in meters: 
(c) Obstacle Use: 
1 Tactical 
2 Protective 
3 Supplementing (Base Camp or Forward of FEBA). 
4 Supplementary (Rear of FEBA). 
(d) Number of Belts/Rows 
(e) Picket Type: 
1 Screw 
2 "U" Shaped 
3 Wooden 
(f) Day or Night Construction 
(g) Experienced or Inexperienced Troops. 
(h) Obstacle Priority 
(i) Will barbed tape or barbed concentina be used instead 
of barbed wire/concentina? 
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(3) Outputs: Program outputs materials, manhours, and equip-
meat required for each wire obstacle. 
(4) Typical input and output for the Wire Entanglements program 
(Triple Standard Concertina) are as follows: 
INPUTS  
Base Camp Defense 
Frontage or Perimeter in Meters (1000) 
Obstacle Use (Supplemental - Base Camp or Forward for FEBA) 
Number of Rows (2) 
Picket Type ("U" Shaped) 
Day Construction 
Inexperienced Troops 
Obstacle Priority (1) 
Barbed Tape/Concertinas (Not Used) 
OUTPUT 
DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR WIRE OBSTACLE 
(PRIORITY 1) IN PLAN 1 
RESOURCE 	 AMT, REQ. 
Pickets Long 1328 
Pickets Short 34 
Barbed Wire (400 M Reel) 25 
Barbed Wire (Concertina) 490 
Staple 2632 
St Dump Truckloads 9.038800705467 
Squad Hours 24.9 
*** U-Shaped Pickets are used *** 
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C. 	Log Cribs: 
(1) The program will analyze requirements for the following 
types of log crib obstacles: 
(a) Rectangular, Posts Opposing 
(b) Rectangular, Posts Offset 
(c) Triangular 
(d) Supplemental 3 Log Hurdles 
(2) Inputs: 
(a) Obstacle Priority 
(b) Roadway Width in feet 
(c) Diameter of Wall Logs in Inches 




(e) Is Log Crib to be augmented with Log Hurdle? 
(3) Output: Program outputs materials, manhours, and equipment 
required for each log crib. 
(4) Typical input and output for the Log Crib Program are as 
shown below: 
INPUT  
Obstacle Priority (3) 
Roadway Width in Feet (60) 
Diameter of Wall Logs in Inches (10) 
Troop Experience (Average) 
Is Log Crib to be Augmented with Log Hurdle? (Yes) 
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OUTPUT  
DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR LOG CRIB 
PRIORTY 3, IN PLAN 1 
RESOURCE 	 AMT, REQ,  
10' Log Post 	 42 
7' Log Post 	 11 
7' Log Diag. Brace 	 21 
Wall/Hurdle Log (Road Width) 	 19 
St Dump Truckloads 	 2.71875 
Platoon Hours 	 27 
*** NOTES *** 
This obstacle includes a log Hurdle 
You may wish to use wire rope to strengthen your obstacle 
All Logs are minimum 8 in (20 CM) Diameter 
D. 	Log/Steel/Concrete Post Obstacles: 
(1) Inputs: 




(b) Obstacle Priority 
(c) Obstacle Front in meters 
(d) Post Spacing (1 Meter minimum - 2 meters maximum) 





(f) Day or Night Installation 
(g) Number of Rows (4 minimum, 8 maximum) 
(h) Construction Method 
1 Pile Driver 
2 Earth Auger 
3 Shape Charges 
4 Hand Tools 
(2) Output: Program outputs materials, manhours, and equipment 
hours required for each obstacle. 
(3) Typical input and output for the Log/Steel/Concrete post 
obstacle program appear as shown below: 
INPUT  
Type Obstacle (Wood) 
Obstacle Priority (4) 
Obstacle Front in Meters (200) 
Post Spacing (1.5 Meters) 
Troop Experience (Average) 
Night Installation 
Number of Rows (5) 
Construction Method (Earth Auger) 
OUTPUT  
DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR LOG POST OBSTACLE 
(PRIORITY 4), PLAN 1 
RESOURCE 	 AMT. REQ. 
10' Log Post 667 
51 Dump Truckloads 41.6875 
Squad Hours 140.625 
Earth Auger Hours 140.625 
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E. 	Anti-Vehicular Ditches: 
(1) The program will analyze requirements for the following 









(b) Construction Method 
1 Hand Excavation 
2 Explosives 
3 Machine 
a 1 Dozer 
2 Backhoe 
b 1 Dress Walls w/Grader 
2 Dress Walls w/Handtools 
3 Do Not Dress Walls 
(c) Ditch length in meters 
(d) Day or Night Construction 
(e) Experienced Troops (yes/no) 
(f) Obstacle Priority 
(3) Output: Program outputs material, manpower, and equipment 
time to construct ditch. In addition it will also print a profile 
sketch with dimensions and notes. 
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(4) Typical input and output for the Anti Vehicular Ditches 
program are as shown below: 
INPUT 
Type of Ditch (TRAPE 201 DAL) 
Construction Method Machine 
Dozer 
Dress Walls with Grader 
Ditch Length in Meters (200) 
Day Construction 
Experienced Troop (yes/no) (Yes) 
Obstacle Priority (2) 
OUTPUT  
DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR DITCH 
PR I ORTY 2, PLAN 1 






Wall/Hurdle Log (Road Width) 
Grader Hours 
Angle Dozer Hours 
Squad Hours 




W1 	 -4.5M--000 ---7.5M----00  





- - -W2 - - - - 
H= 1.8 M 
WI = 4.0 M 
	
FRIENDLY SIDE REVETTEI) IF POSSIBLE 




(a) Mean tree diameter in inches and depth of target in 
meters (24,100). 
(b) Method of Construction: 
a Demolitions 
b Squad w/chain saw 
c Squad w/hand tools 
d Platoon w/hand tools 
(c) Day or Night Construction 
(d) Experienced Troops (yes/no) 
(e) Obstacle Priority. 
(2) Outputs: Program outputs material, manpower, and equipment 
to construct abatis. 
(3) Typical input and output for the Abati program are shown 
below: 
INPUT  
Output: Program outputs materials manpower, and equipment time to 
construct ditch. In addition it will also print a profile sketch w/ 
dimensions and notes. 
Abatis: 
Inputs: 
Mean tree diameter in inches and depth of target in meters 
(30,75) 
Method of Construction (Demolitions). 
Day or Night Construction (Night) 
Experienced Troops (yes/no) (yes) 
Obstacle Priority (2) 
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OUTPUT  
DETAILED REQUIREMENTS FOR ABATIS OBSTACLE 
PRIORITY 2, IN PLAN 1 
RESOURCE 	 AMT, REQ.  
Pounds of TNT 	 1388 
Squad Moves 3.78 
You may wish to consider trying the trees together with wire. 
Try 18 lbs TNT rounded to the next closest package size, for 
your test shot. 
G. Obstacle Plan Recap Program Output: 
After each individual obstacle has been evaluated, the program 
provides a recapitulation of materials, manpower, and equipment hours 
for all obstacles by construction priority and the total plan. This 
recap allows the planner to evaluate required and available resources 
on both a construction priority and total plan basis. 
PLAN 1 
REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIORITY 1 OBSTACLES 
THIS PRIORITY CONTAINS 2 OBSTACLE(S) 
RESOURCE 	 AMT, REQ,  
Pickets Long 	 1328 
Pickets Medium 90 
Pickets Short 	 34 
Barbed Wire (400 M Reel) 	 32 
Barbed Wire (Concertina) 490 
Staple 	 2632 
St Dump Truckloads 	 13.14849458301 
Squad Hours 	 24.9 
M19 HVY at Mine (NM) 	 11 
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RESOURCE 	 AMT. REQ. 
M19 HVY At Mine (NM) 368 
M16A1 AP Frag Mine 660 
M14 AP Blast Mine 1395 
Minefield Signs 90 
Engineer Tape (Roll) 33 
Sandbags 1632 
Anti-Handling Devices 74 
REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIORITY 2 OBSTACLES 
THIS PRIORITY CONTAINS 2 OBSTACLE(S) 
RESOURCE 	 AMT. REQ.  
Lbs TNT 1388 
Shaped Charge 19.14285/14286 
Wall/Hurdle Loc (Road Width) 6 
Angle Dozer Hours 19.14285/14286 
Squad Hours 22.92285714286 
REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIORITY 3 OBSTACLES 
THIS PRIORITY CONTAINS 1 OBSTACLE(S) 
RESOURCE 	 AMT. REQ. 
IV Log Post 42 
7' Log Post 11 
7' Log Diag Brace 27 
Wall/Hurdle Log(Road Width) 13 
St Dump Truckloads 2.71875 
Platoon Hours 27 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIORITY 4 OBSTACLES 
THIS PRIORITY CONTAINS 1 OBSTACLE(S) 
RESOURCE 	 AMT. REQ.  
10' Log Post 	 667 
St Dump Truckloads 	 41.6875 
Squad Hours 	 140.625 
Earth Auger Hours 	 140.625 
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SYSTEMS FOR THE DESIGN OF ROADS 
A program tailored to the requirements of the MA7 engineer planner and 
designer for the design of roads and Main Supply Routes (MSR) has been de-
veloped. This multipurpose earthwork estimating and design assistance 
program performs the following tasks for 1000 meters and 10 meter intervals/ 
stations. 
(a) Generates a centerline profile and computes slope between topo-
graphical evaluations or design grade stations either singly or 
superimposed on each other. (See Figure 1). 
(b) Computes cut-fill end areas at each 10 meter station in a 1000 
meter segment of interest given the to'ographic and design eleva-
tions at the centerline and each edge. 
(c) Computes volume of cut and fill between the stations. Adjusts 
these quantities for stripping loss. 
(d) Computes the elevation and distance from centerline of the right 
and left toe at each station. (The toe is the point of inter-
section of the cut/fill slope and the existing terrain). 
(e) Computes the square meters of stripping required to clear the 
right of way from toe to toe. 
(f) Computes the loose cubic yards of stripping/burden which must 
be cleared from right of way. 
(g) Plots a mass diagram to the same horizontal scale as the center 
line plot. (See Figure 2.) 
(h) Elevation and Earthwork Estimate data list as follows: 
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FIGURE 1: PROFILE PLOT AND STATION ELEVATIONS 






















FIGURE 2(a) F•NUF ILE PLOT AND STATION ELEVATIONS 
VERTICAL INTERVAL ■ 1.1 METERS Lie 117 So 95 
	
117.00 	 117.00 
115.90 -... 	 44-0-- 	 116.90 
1 14.80  	 - •44444- _94-- -.- 	 ---. 	 ------- 	 114.80 
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X SLOPE 4 10.0000 4 5.0000 4 2.0000 f - 5.00004 - 7.00004 - 2.00004 - 6.00004 - 3.00004 3.0000 4 2.0000 EXISTING ELEVATIONS 
X SLOPE 4 4.0000 4 6.0000 f 0.0000 4 0.0000 f - 5.00001 - 6.00004 - 6.00004 0.0000 4 2.6000 f 2.5000 FINAL GRADE +4+ 
FIGURE 2(b) 	MASS DIAGRAM 
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VOLUME 	0.00 f 7910.45 4 16625.63 4 17203.53 4 	26141.76 . 4 	36846.88 	f 
3326.21 	 12739.69 	 16427.46 	 22767.81 	 30941.92 
INITIAL VOLUME IS 0 LOOSE CUBIC METERS 
RIGHT OF WAY STRIPPING 26510.23 SQUARE METERS 
ENDING 176 .SE IS 36846.89 LOOSE CUBIC METERS 
STRIPPING VOLUME IS 5050.2 LOOSE CUBIC METERS 
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This list gives the elevations of the centerline and left and 
right shoulders of both the existing terrain and the design 
grade, the end area cut and fill, the inplace cut and fill volume 
in cubic meters between each station adjusted for stripping loss, 
and the mass balance in loose cubic meters adjusted for strip-
ping loss. (Table 1) 
The problem is defined to the program using the following input: 
• Enter centerline and edge elevations for both the topographic 
and design grades. Three options are available for entering the 
data: 
(a) Centerline and edges equal-input centerline elevation and 
distance from centerline to edges. Computer places edge 
elevations equal to the centerline elevations. 
(b) Enter centerline and compute edges-enter centerline eleva-
tions, distance to edge (in meters) and percent slope from 
centerline to edge. Computer computes edge elevations. Both 
left and right edge must be equidistant from centerline and 
have the same slope. 
(c) Enter centerline and Edges - the centerline and edge eleva-
tions for the 100 meter stations are entered individually. 
The distance in meters from the centerline to the edges is 
entered. 
• Enter the percent slope from the edge of final grade to the existing 
topographic (toe) for a fill and cut section. 
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TABLE 1: 	 ELEVATION 
EXISTING ELEVATION 
STATION 	LEFT 	CENTER 	RICHT 	LEFT 
AND EARTHWORK ESTIMATE DATA 
STATION 	0 TO STATION 	1000 
9 
FINAL CRAM 	 ENO AREAS 	 VOLUNE1TO STA6 
CENTER 	RICHT 	CUT 	1111 	' 	' 	CUT 	FILL 
0.00 101.00 100.00 102.00 100.00 101.00 100.00 9.16 2.12 0.00 0.00 
10.00 101.30 101.00 102.40 100.20 101.20 100.20 12.89 6.17 73.09 





















50.00 102.50 105.00 104.00 101.00 102.00 101.00 67.49 0.00 489.02 0.00 










































120.00 104.40 111.00 107.20 102.40 103.40 102.40 119.55 0.00 1126.32 0.00 
130.00 104.60 111.60 107.10 102.60 103.60 102.60 126.06 0.00 1190.18 0.00 
140.00 104.80 112.00 108.40 102.80 103.80 102.80 132.69 0.00 1265.42 0.00 
150.00 105.00 112.60 109.00 103.00 104.00 103.00 139.47 ' 0.00 1322.08 0.00 
160.00 106.20 113.00 109.60 103.20 104.20 103.20 146.40 0.00 1390.18 0.00 
170.00 105.40 113.60 110.20 103.40 104.40 103.40 163.48 0,00 1459.76 0.00 
180.00 105.60 114.00 110.80 103.60 104.60 103.60 160.72 0.00 1530.85 0.00 
190.00 106.80 114.60 111.40 103.80 104.80 103.80 168.11 0.00 1603.49 0.00 
200.00 106.00 116.00 112.00 104.00 106.00 104.00 176.66 0,00 1677.70 0.00 
210.00 106.60 115.20 041.60 104.10 106.10 104.10 172.16 0.00 1698.06 0.00 
220.00 107.20 116.40 111.00 104.20 105.20 104.20 169.52 0.00 1667.99 0.00 
230.00 107.80 115.60 110.60 104.30 105.30 104.30 167.66 0.00 1646.02 0.00 
240.00 108.40 116.80 110.00 104.40 106.40 104.40 166.62 '0.00 1631.39 0.00 
250.00 109.00 116.00 109.50 104.60 106.60 104.50 166.03 0.00 1623.50' 0.00 
260.00 109.60 116.20 109.00 104.60 106.60 104.60 166.15 0.00 1621.89 0:00 
270.00 110.20 116.40 108.60 104.70 105.70 104.70 166.86 0.00 1626.21 0.00 
280.00 110.80 116.60 108.00 104.80 105.80 104.80 168.14 0.00 1034.10 0.00 
290.00 111.40 116.80 107.50 104.90 106.90 104.90 169.96 0.00 1651.64 0.00 
300.00 112.00 117.00 107.00 106.00 106.00 105.00 172.33 0.00 1672.47 0.00 
310.00 111.110 116.50 107.20 106.00 106.00 105.00 166.98 0.00 1657.38 0.00 
320.00 111.60 116.00 107.40 106.00 106.00 105.00 161.67 0.00 1603.92 0.00 
330.00 111.40 115.50 107.60 105.00 106.00 105.00 166.41 0.00 1660.91 0.00 
'4..340.00 111.20 115.00 107.80 106.00 106.00 105.00 151.20 0.00 1498.38 0.00 
360.00 1 ,11.00 114.60 108.00 105.00 106.00 105.00 146.06 0.00 1446.41 0.00 
360.00 110.80 114.00 108.20 105.00 106.00 105.00 140.98 0.00 1395.07 0.00 
370.00 110.60 113.50 108.40 105.00 106.00 105.00 135.98 0.00 1344.43 0.00 
380.00 110.40 113.00 108.60 106.00 106.00 105.00 131.07 0.00 1294.59 0.00 
390.00 120.20 112.50 108.80 106.00 106.00 105.00 126.26 0.00 1245.68 0.00 
400.00 110.00 112.00 109.00 106.00 106.00 105.00 121.57 0.00 1197.82 0.00 























440.00 108.40 109.20 105.40 106.00 106.00 105.00 56.40 0.00 603.74 0.00 
450.00 108.00 108.60 104.50 105.00 106.00 105.00 42.20 0.62 448.32 1.18 
460.00 107.60 107.80 103.60 105.00 106.00 105.00 30.37 4.75 323.86 23.79 
470.00 107.20 107.10 102.70 105.00 106.00 105.00 20.72 12.50 214.77 83.37 
480.00 106.80 106.40 101.80 105.00 106.00 105.00 12.90 23.70 126.52 178.22 
490.00 106.40 105.70 100.90 105.00 106.00 105.00 6.81 38.12 53.34 307.36 
500.00 106.00 105.00 100.00 106.00 106.00 105.00 3.05 57.50 1.56 476.16 
STATION LEFT CENTER RIGHT LEFT CENTER RICHT CUT FILL CUT FILL 



















































MASS CLOD STATION 
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• Enter the average depth for stripping in meters. 
• Enter the compaction factors for the soil: 
(a) In place to loose 
(b) Loose to compact 
• Enter the initial mass balance in loose cubic meters. 
• Enter the output dimension of the profile plot (feet or meters). 
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OBSTACLE CROSSING DESIGN SUPPORT PROGRAMS 
Five programs relating to tAe MAF engineer tasks (5), (6) and (7) 
listed above were identified. These programs are as: 
(1.) Bailey Bridge Program 
(2.) Stringer Design Program 
(3) Bridge Superstructure Program 
(4) Bridge Classification Program 
(5) Rafting Program 
This section gives a brief description of the input and output datd required 
by and developed by these programs. Listings of these programs are available 
on reqLest. 
The Bailey Bridge Design program computes the type of Bailey configura-
tion required and its installation time given the gap width, bank elevations, 
soil conditions and required load class. The design procedures used are 
based on TM 5-277. The design assumes that (a) bridge launch will be level 
and (b) single span will be satisfactory. The required input is as follows: 
Near shore abutment: prepared or unprepared 
Far shore abutment: prepared or unprepared 
Gap in feet 
Bank height in feet: near shore, far shore 
Weight class requirement: wheeled, tracked 
Soil bearing capacity: tons/sq. foot 
The output is as follows: 
Gap 	 feet 
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Condition of abutments 	Near Shore 	 Far Shore 
Bank height 	 Near Shore 	 Far Shore 
Bridge classification 	Wheeled   Tracked 	 
Abutment soil bearing 
capacities 	 Near Shore 	 Far Shore 
Safety setback 
requirements (ft) 	 Near Shore 	 Far Shore 
Truss type required 
Grillage type 	 Near Shore 	 Far Shore 
Rocking rollers 	 Near Shore 	 Far Shore 	 
Roller clearance 	 Near Shore 	 Far Shore 
Plain rollers (No. of Rows) Near Shore 	 Far Shore 	 
Number of jacks required at each end 
Number of bays in lauching nose: Single Single 
Double Single 
Dougle Double 
Placement of lift link 	 Feet from the tip of lauching nose 
Construction distance required behind rocking rollers 	feet 
Number of bays with decking and stringers 
Number of bays omitted in top story 
Bays of initial construction 
Lauching nose sag 	inches 
Construction personnel required NCO 	 
EM 
Construction time 	hours 
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The Stringer Design Program is developed to aid in the design of timber 
trestle bridges and is based upon the design criteria in TM 5-312. The 
input is as follows: 
Roadway width (feet) 
Bridge deck total width (feet) 
Span length - maximum 60 feet 
Number of stringer available 
Stringer spacing (feet) 
Type of stringer desired 
(1) Wood (rectangular or round) 
(2) Steel 
Bridge classification wheel 	 one way 	two way 
tracked 	" 	11 	 n 
The output from the Stringer Design Program is as follows: 
Maximum unsupported length 
Total moment and shear capacity of stringers 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Required number of stringers 
Required number of lateral bracing 
Shear (tons) 
Stringer type 
Flange width, beam height, flange thickness, web thickness 
The subroutine to develop Superstructure Classification requires the fol-
lowing input: 
Type of decking 	(1) Plank 
(2) Laminated 
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What percent lamination (decimal) 
Deck thickness (inches) 
Wearing surface (1) Timber 
(2) Asphalt, concrete, masonry 
Condition of bridge component 1 = Good 
2 = Other 
WAth in feet 
The program calculates and prints the bridge deck classification for wheeled 
and tracked vehicles. 
The Bridge Classification Program prints out a total classification for a 
given bridge given the appropriate input information. The Stringer Design, 
Superstructure Classification, and Bridge Classification Programs are inter-
related and must be run concurrently to design a bridge or classify an ex-
isting structure. The input required for the Bridge Classification Program 
is as follows: 
Type of stringer, wood or steel 
Stringer spacing 
Flange thickness (output from stringer design program) 




Wearing surface thickness 
One or two lanes 
Roadway width 
End bearing size for stringer 
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Output from the Bridge Classification Program includes: 
Bridge dead load 
Table of bridge width restrictions 
Table of bridge width classifications 
Weight of wearing surface (lb/ft) 
Weight of stringer (lb/ft) 
Bridge deck width 
Bridge classification 
Wheeled Tracked One Way Two Way 
The Rafting Program computes the raft types, raft loads, and the quanity 
of vehicles crossing at a rafting site. The program uses a data file for a 
predetermined unit. This data file is developed prior to the raft design and 
updated daily so that accurate crossing information can be used. Within the 
data file the vehicle type, priority class, length, and quanity to cross 
the river is stored. The input to the program is as follows: 
Datm file 
Unit designations 
River width, speed, trip time, raft site, unit size, no. of 
vehicles per unit 
Weather conditions (good or bad) 
Time of day (day or night) 
Width of river at each site (meters) 
Speed of river at each site (feet/second) 
Type rafts to be used 
Number of rafting sites (maximum of 5) 
Nun .ber of units/site (maximum of 4) 
Number of vehicles/unit (maximum of 50 vehicles/unit) 
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Type of the following rafts to be used: 
	
LTR 	4 pontons 3 bays 
5 pontons 3 bays 
6 pontons 4 bays 
M4T6 	4 normal floats 
4 reinforced floats 
5 normal floats 
5 reinforced floats 
MAB 	2 ramp bays 
1 interior 2 ramps 
2 interiors 2 ramps 
3 interiors 2 ramps 
4 interiors 2 ramps 
Ribbon 	3 bays 
4 bays 
5 bays 
Will construction of all rafts begin at the same time? (yes, no) 
Time to begin construction? 
The program output provides the following information to the user: 
List of vehicles for each unit in secuence giving priority and 
class (High priority vehicles are to be loaded first). 
Site, unit, raft type, load class, vehicle #, vehicle type 
Operation complete at 	 time 
Number of vehicles H plus 	 time 
This program could be enhanced by allowing the computer to calculate 
the trip time for the crossing rafts. This could be accomplished by adding 
an additional data file and a few statements within the program. By adding 
this enhancement, the engineer would be required to make no calculations but 
would only have to provide river and rafting considerations. The data file 
can be obtained from the information given on page 14 of the "Planning Guide 
for the use of U. S. Army Floating Equipment" published in Spring 1979, by the 
U. S. Army Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, Va. 
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INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS PROGRAM 
The programs discussed in the previous sections utilize a structured in-
put based on existing Technical Manual procedures and develop a structured 
output to establish the basis for mission design and field order issuance. 
Some of the problems encountered in the MAF are not as rigidly structured 
and require an interaction between the designer and the computer. One class 
of problems which fall into this category is referred to as location allo-
cation problems. Anderson describes this type of problem as follows: 
"Problems of this nature involve the placement of one or more 
sources which will be used to satisfy, in an optimum manner, demands 
at various destinations. What must be determined is the location 
of the sources and the distribution or allocation of the commodity 
so that the destinations are supplied most economically." 
All problems which relate to resupply operations fall into this category in 
one aspect of their solution. In the MAF, the location of Water Points and 
Fuel Supply Points and the units to be serviced by the established points is 
a typical location-allocation problem. These problems are open ended and 
start with the evaluation of possible supply point location and end with the 
assignment of customer units to the selected supply points. Material in 
the following sections of this chapter is excerpted directly from Anderson's 
Masters thesis. 
This problem is ideally suited to solution in a microcomputer environ-
ment in which the MAF engineer interfaces with the problem using a high 
resolution graphics terminal. Input to the computer using a bit pac which 
digitizes input information submitted in a graphical form consists of the 
definition of the road network which links service points with the units 
being serviced. This information together with supported unit demands and 
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the selected sources with their associated supply volume (i.e. quantity) 
allow the computer to make a shortest path calculation to determine what 
serviced units should be served from which supply points. The methodology 
is described by Anderson as follows in the context of the water supply point 
location problem: 
"The solution method implemented is: 
(1) Data input by user and machine: 
Network (I,J), distances (dij) and potential combat unit and 
water point locations. 
(2) Specification by user of supported unit demands (b
ij
) 
(3) Selection by user of the number of open sources (y ij ) and their 
respective supplies (ci ii ) 
(4) Shortest path solution by machine: Cost (c j ) 
(5) Transportation solution by machine: Flows (xij ) and total cost Z. 
(6) Presentation by machine of solution quality indicators: loading 
of each source Ex
ij 
 vs q1 , allocation of costs per unit of flow 
over the water points x i j ail / 
total distances traveled by demand points 	xij cij and 
alternative costs for each demand point. 
(7) Decision by user: Return to either (1), (2), (3) or stop. " 
A flow chart for user actions is shown in Fig. 3. 
"The first step is the preparation of an initial data base. The road 
network in the area of concern is identified and input using the digitizer 
pad. All potential, but not necessarily utilized, supported unit locations 
and water point locations are entered as nodes on the network. 
"The second step is specification by the user of the estimated demand for 
each supported unit. For each unit a personneL strength is entered. A demand is 
computed and then transformed to an integer number of trips that the supported 
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USE LIGHT PEN TO 
1111' SELECT CHANGE SUPPLY/ 
DEMAND 
USE LIGHT PEN TO 
SELECT COMPUTE FLOW 
USE LIGHT PEN TO 
SELECT DISPLAY ANALYSIS 
USER MAKES LOCATION 
DECISIONS BASED ON 
ANALYSIS OF USAGE 
Figure 3. Flowchart of User Actions 
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unit will have to make in satisfying its demand per day. This integer value 
is obtained by rounding up. 
"The third step is the selection by the user of those water point 
locations that are to be considered and their respective supply limitations. 
The minimum of either the amount of water available or capacity of the 
equipment to purify water is determined and used as that site's supply 
capacity. 
"':he fourth step is the computation of all shortest paths fran each 
of the selected water points to all other points in the network. 
"The fifth step is the allocation of water supply capacity to units' 
requirements so that total distance traveled is minimized. 
"The sixth step is a sensitivity analysis of the results presented 
to the user in graphical format. This enables the user to readily identify 
which of his potential water points are not fully utilized and are therefore, 
candidates for elimination. Any of the supporting numerical data can be 
requested and displayed concurrently with the graphs. 'What if' questions 
may be proposed and analyzed by forcing a particular supported unit to be 
serviced by a particular water point. This great flexibility for rapid 
analysis and cross checking allows the user to take into account all of 
those factors that cannot be accurately or practically modeled, i.e., 
mission, enemy, terrain and command guidance. 
"The seventh step involves the user making a decision as to which sites 
are to be opened or closed. The user may then return to any of the first 
three steps and initiate a more thorough analysis. This subsequent analysis 
can then also be a candidate solution and modified as desired. 
Although this procedure is not "optimal" fm the classic sense of opti-
mally it does provide the required framework within which the quantitative 
aspects of the problem can be defined and examined. It also allows the MAY 
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engineer to interact with the problem integrating into the solution process 
the qualitative factors which only the MAF planner can evaluate. 
The code for this interactive program is contained in two sets of code, 
NTRACE and COMPUTE, which are written in Basic and implemented on a Chroma-
tics CG-l999 color graphics microcomputer with light pen, digitizer (bit pad), 
64K bytes memory, and dual 8" floppy disk drives. The Chromatics is also 
equipped to act as a terminal for larger problems and can ship data sets 
definir.g the problem structure to a DEC 11/70 operating as a host computer. 
The water point selection program emphasizes the use of a graphic 
oriented interface between user and machine. Although some of the problem 
initializing data is keyed into memory (e.g. unit demand and water point 
capacity) the road net linking units with supply points is generated using 
a bit pad and a digitizer. Once the problem has been defined, control of 
the problem and data modification is handled by the use of a light pen by 
making light pen "hits" menu items or points appearing on the color monitor 
representing supply points or unit locations. The user's interaction with 
data set defining the problem is achieved primarily using the light pen and 
the keying of data is minimized once the problem has been initialized. This 
is a very attractive feature of this system which would appear to be well 
adapted to the needs of the MAY engineer and his staff. 
The system in its present configuration offers four different graphical 
reports which can be called up by using a light pen hit on the DISPLAY ANALYSIS 
menu item. Figure 4 shows the appearance of the monitor screen with the 
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FIGURE 4: Gallons Supplied vs Site # 
(1) Gallons supplied vs Site # 
(2) Distance travel per gallon vs Site # 
(3) Actual Distance traveled vs Unit # 
(4) Distance travel vs Alternate Water Point assigned 
Additional numerical data is available upon request with each of the report 
screens noted above by requesting INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS. 
The menu items available with each screen allow the user to move program 
control into the following modes: 
(1) DISPLAY ANALYSIS 
(2) RESTART 
(3) ADD NODE/ARC 
(4) STOP OR SAVE DATA 
(5) CHANGE SUPPLY/DEMAND 
(6) COMPUTE FLOW 
Based on activation of the DISPLAY ANALYSIS menu item the following op-
tions are made available at the lower right hand side of the screen: 
YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 4 GRAPHS AND/OR NUMERICAL DATA. 
#1 = "GALLONS SUPPLIED VS SITE #" 
#2 = "MOST EFFICIENT SUPPLY PT." 
#3 = "MOST COSTLY SUPPORTED UNIT" 
#4 = "DISTANCE TRAVELED VS SOURCE" 
#5 = "INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS" 
#6 = "RESUME LIGHT PEN CONTROL" 
Figures 5 and 6 show the flowcharts for program routines NTRACE AND 
COMPUTE. Routine NTRACE handles the input of data initializing the road net- 
work connecting units with supply points. The flowchart for the COMPUTE rou- 
tine indicates the functions which are activated by "hits" on the menu items. 
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Figure 5. Flowchart of Program NTRACE  
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Figure 6. Flowchart of Program COMPUTE  
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SYSTEM DESIGN PROTOTYPES 
PREFABRICATED FLOATING BRIDGING 
In an effort to obtain a better understanding of the capabilities of 
microcomputers for use in addressing the computer aided design needs of the 
MAF Engineer and the process of system design and software development, 
prototype programs were developed for two of the MAF engineering tasks 
listed above. The two systems developed pertain to the prefabricated float-
ing brl.dge design task and the helicopter landing site and zone preparation 
design task. The steps used in development of system software are normally 
defined as follows: 
(1) User Request 
(2) Feasibility Study 
(3) Investigation 
(4) Analysis and Design 
(5) Programming 
(6) Testing 
Due to the nature of the objective of the development (i.e. study of methods 
and problems associated with MAF system design) and the relatively limited 
amount of time available in this phase of the project, the developmental 
activity focused on a rather preliminary attempt to perform steps (3), (4), 
and (5). It was felt that this approach would help in the identification 
of computer aided design objectives and limitations associated with the use 
of the microcomputer as well as an opportunity to evaluate the appropriate- 
ness of interactive graphics oriented systems versus the parametric structured 
input-output systems described above. Much of the state of the art material 
which forms the basis of the investigation step has been discussed in the 
previous sections. 
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The prefabricated floating bridge design program is based on the designs 
found in the Army River Crossing and Bridging Manuals (Field Manual 90-13 and 
Technical Manual 5-210), for the most common types of float bridging to be 
found in a river crossing operation (Mobile Assault Bridge, Ribbon Bridge, 
and M4T6 Bridge). The program uses a simple interactive format with prompting 
statements to ask for the required input parameters so that any member of 
the engineer's staff can successfully utilize the program. 
The steps used to identify the input parameters and the program format 
were defined as follows: 
(1) Design an idealized output format/model for float bridging to 
neatly present the information required by the military engineer. 
(2) Determine what types of military float bridging are available and 
applicable to the problem. 
(3) Determine what processes and calculations must take place in 
the design portion of the program. 
(4) Determine what storage and file manipulations must occur to give 
the desired results. 
(5) Determine the input variables and procedures for implementation 
of the design. 
In idealizing an output format to neatly present the information pro-
vided by the computer aided design, it was determined that the output should 
be in a neat tabular form and should provide the following information: 
(1) River Data 
(2) Bridge Classification (Wheeled and Tracked) 
(3) Crossing Rate 
(4) Construction Time 
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(5) Number of Required Construction Sites 
(6) Bridge Assets Required for Construction 
(7) Bridge Assets Remaining after Construction 
(8) Special Requirements 
(9) Anchorage Requirements 
A format for this idealized output information is shown in Figure 7. 
In order to determine what types of military tactical float bridging 
are available for use, and applicable to the Marine Amphibious Force, the 
Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE) for the MAY and Field Manual 90-13, 
"River Crossing Operations" were consulted. From these references, the most 
common types of tactical float bridging used in river crossing operations 
were found to be the Mobile Assault Bridge (NAB), the Ribbon Bridge, and 
the M4T6 Bridge. 
To determine the processes and calculations that were required in the 
design portion of the program, the appropriate bridging manuals for each 
type of available bridging were consulted. During this process, it was 
decided that the design portion for each type of float bridging should take 
place in a separate subroutine within the overall program, with other sub-
routines to be used to receive the data and to route it to the design sub-
routines, and still other subroutines to route the design information to 
the output subroutine. 
From the information gathered during the implementation of the above 
steps, a subroutine flow chart (Figure 8) identifying the inter-relationships 
of the various subroutines found in the program was developed. From the 
procedures identified for the design process, a detailed flow chart was developed 
(See Appendix A), which identifies the individual steps required for the 
overall design. The coded computer program was prepared from the information 
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MOBILE ASSAULT BRIDGE 
RIVER DATA: 
WIDTH 99. METERS 
VELOCITY 2.8 MPS 




CLASS RATE 	CO 	ASS 	ASSETS ASSETS 
W T VPH HRS. SITES INT RMP 	INT RMP 
55 55 200 	.7 	1 	9 	2 	6 	8 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS  
NONE 
ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS 
THIS BRIDGE REQUIRES NO ADDITIONAL ANCHORAGE 
Figure 7: Idealized Prefabricated Floating Bridge Program Output. 
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FIGURE 8 








provided in the detailed flow chart. 	A listing of the coded program 
is found in Appendix B. 
The capabilities of this computer aided design include routines that 
analyze the input data for the feasibility of using float bridging for the 
conditions given. If the input variables indicate that float bridging is 
not feasible, alternative methods of river crossing are offered. With valid 
input, this program will provide the following information to the military 
engineer: 
(1) River Data (Width, Depth, and Velocity) 
(2) Bridge Classification (Wheeled and Tracked) 
(3) Crossing Rate (Vehicles per Hour) 
(4) Bridge Construction Time (Platoon and/or Company Hrs.) 
(5) Required Number of Assembly Sites 
(6) Required Bridge Assets 
(7) Remaining Bridge Assets 
(8) Any Special Requirements 
(9) Anchorage Requirements 
The design includes the capability to use standard resource packages (Corps 
or Division Engineer Bridge Assets), or to have the available bridge assets 
input into the program. It also offers the capability to use the remaining 
assets if desired) in the design of any subsequent bridges. 
The program was designed to be flexible enough to be adapted to the 
fluid battlefield situation without deviating from any of the standard 
military practices or doctrines. 
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In the input phase of the program, the user follows the following steps 
to provide the required information: 
(1) The computer asks the user if it has a full complement of TOE 
bridging assets as defined in the MAF. If not, the computer 
will ask that the available bridging assets be input in the 
program. (Bridge Type i.e. # sets/bays) 
(2) The computer then asks for the river variables: 
(a) River width in meters 
(b) River depth in meters 
(c) River velocity in meters/sec 
These variables will have limitations placed on them to prevent 
the program from having an infeasible solution. The program will 
tell the user to use fixed bridging, obtain additional bridge assets, 
or to ford the river depending on the input supplied. 
(3) The computer then asks the following questions about the bridging 
operation: 
(a) What type of bridge is to be built? 
(Enter one or any combination of bridge types) 
(b) Will the bridge be placed during clay, night, or under adverse 
conditions? 
All information is input in response to computer questions and is provided 
to the computer by typing the information on the CRT or the tele-type printer. 
The processing portion of the program consists of a subroutine for 
each of the four types of bridging assets. Within each of the subroutines, 
the following functions are calculated or retrieved from existing files: 
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(1) Read in data 
(2) Calculate # of bays/sets/pontons of bridge type are required 
(3) Calculate remaining bridge assets 
(4) Determine class of bridge under Normal, Caution, and Risk crossings 
(5) Determine the total construction time, man-hours, and platoon-hours 
(6) Determine the number of required assembly sites 
(7) Determine the bridge crossing rate 
(8) Calculate anchorage requirements 
In non-computer aided design, the majority of this information is determined 
from charts found in the appropriate bridge manuals. In this program these 
tables/charts will be stored such that they can be recalled and sorted to 
find the required information given the various input parameters. A macro-
flowchart for the processing stage of the program is provided in Figure 9. 
This program can be easily modified to include other standard floating 
bridge assets such as the light tactical raft (LTR), the aluminum foot 
bridge, or any other newly developed form of bridging assets. The program 
can also be modified to include sub-routines that would develop rafting 
capabilities of the bridge assets. By combining the capabilities of both 
the raft and bridging capabilities with the vehicle crossing requirements of 
a Hasty or Deliberate River Crossing, a vehicle crossing chart can be developed 
that would provide the tactical commander with a crossing schedule that would 
tell him how long it would take to cross his force, the bridging and rafting 
requirements, and an aid for the crossing traffic flow. 
In setting up the input data and the calculation of the various bridge 
assets, the following steps were employed: 
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(:L) Collection of information 
(2) Design process needed 
(3) Calculations required 
(4) Output and final design 
(5) Decision as to whether the output is adequate 
(6) Feedback if more processing is needed 
In this system of processing the desired information, prompting state-
ments were employed. This lets the operator obtain the desired information 
quickly and efficiently without the problem of possibly missing required 
input data and delaying the program. 
This program is simple to use, and the output is simple to read. It 
would be difficult to enhance the program with graphical or other printed 
output because of its simplicity. Additionally, this program, along with 
other programs, can be employed as a feeder or a subroutine in a larger re-
porting system which incorporates graphical methods for representing the 
interaction of activities. This program was kept as simple and as straight 
forward as possible so that it would not use large quantities of computer 
time and core memory. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN PROTOTYPES 
HELICOPTER LANDING SITES AND 
ZONE PREPARATION 
Development of a system which provides computer assistance to the MAF 
engineer designing helicopter landing sites and zone preparation in the 
amphibious operations area of a Marine Amphibious Force must address the 
concerns of utility, ease in understanding input requirements and output data, 
speed of data provision, and accuracy. The problem area essentially deals 
with compilation of data from various technical manuals and publications (see 
references) and formulation of a logical, sequential progression through the 
heliport design process. 
As the Department of the Navy does not have any standard design publica-
tions concerned with the problem area, use of Army and Air Force technical 
manuals was employed for solution development. The proposed solution should 
provide a sound basis for design criteria employed by the Navy as there is 
a certain uniformity of helicopter type and function throughout the combat 
services. The flexibility of the prototype program developed in this study 
is achieved through its consideration of the various helicopter types; however, 
a computer program cannot apply certain "common sense" logic which must be 
applied when field situations warrant such. Additionally, program development 
revolved around provision of a multisite analysis capability in order to select 
the "best" overall alternative. This is in contrast to site selection based 
on limited considerations of construction desirability as determined by the 
designer/engineer. 
The Navy and Marine Corps helicopters which were used as a design basis 
for the development of a.-prototype program are the AH-1, UH-1, CH-46, and the 
CH-53. 
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Research indicated that there is no comprehensive design program avail-
able for application to helicopter landing sites, but that various programs 
have been developed to address a specific facet of the design process (e.g., 
cut and fill program which allows establishment of design elevations through 
balancing the cut and fill). The current design process involves extracting 
dimensions, grades, specifications, etc., from various technical manuals to 
establish the proper landing site layout and configuration. 
There are a variety of site selection techniques which may be employed, 
including manual operation of the constructive effort comparisons incorporated 
in the proposed solution. An optimization technique is proposed by Ford, 
Bacon and Davis - in Report No. CR 79.001, CEL, October 1928. The proposed 
approach utilizes the same basic factors which the technical manual equations 
use, but the optimization over an entire area is the noteworthy difference. 
The optimization proposed by the technical manuals is left up to the manipula-
tion of the site by the evaluator. 
In an actual amphibious operation, site planning for establishment of 
helicopter landing sites is in all likelihood limited to designation of open, 
easily accessible areas as the candidate zones. These areas may or may not 
prove useful for forward or support area development. Therefore, it is highly 
probably that little or no design occurs prior to the actual amphibious assault 
(what does occur is probably disregarded as invalid once actual occupation of 
the area is established). This then would tend to indicate that considerable 
field oriented decision-making is undertaken without a design basis, and in 
turn valuable time and engineering effort is consumed. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE 
HELICOPTER LANDING SITE SYSTEM 
The proposed system was designed to accomplish the objectives of: 
(1) Provide design criteria for the heliport/landing site based 
upon the type of helicopters to be served by the site. 
(2) Provide pavement design criteria for landing surfaces to be 
employed. 
(3) Provide guidelines as to the soil stabilization requirements 
for the landing zone. 
(4) Calculate the construction effort for the heliport/landing zone 
based on a particular site. 
(5) Provide gross material and manpower estimates for construction 
based on the proposed design. 
(6) Provide template dimensions for the various landing site configura-
tions. 
The steps employed in the program design process were as follows: 
(1) Establish the process functions which could provide the desired 
results. 
(2) Develop the required input for the functional process. 
(3) Formulate the anticipated output and its format. 
(4) Establish subroutine segregation of the various processes. 
(5) Identify those interactive variables. 
(6) Evaluate input/output methods. 
(7) Address computer storage minimization 
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Actual development of the code was based on the use of a terminal inter-
face with a CYBER 74 computer support and FORTRAN language. The intent of the 
developers was to simplify the input requirements to the extent that user 
knowledge of design techniques and computer technology can be quite limited. 
Use of the program itself is not limited to any particular entity. The field 
engineer can apply the output to verify specifications or answer a particular 
question concerning an existing design. The designer can apply the procedure 
to initiate the design of a landing site which has not been developed. An 
estimator may utilize portions of the output to develop material and manpower 
requirements for construction of the landing site. The planner car use the 
program to evaluate various proposed sites on the basis of construction effort. 
The program is interactive through the use of prompting questions and 
directions as to how the response is to be provided. (It is possible to use 
some secondary file input, but the main concern was for interaction.) When a 
multiplicity of landing sites are to be compared, the file input can afford 
greater time savings. 
Requirements for the input data are such that some preliminary work must 
be done prior to use of the program. Data such as the site's soil condition, 
soil thickness, vegetation, terrain slope characteristics, airfield index of 
subgrade, plastic index of subgrade, helicopter types to be using the landing 
site, desired configuration and construction force to be employed must be 
established prior to any computer work. The data is obtainable from. a variety 
of sources, and much of it may be projected from aerial photographs or sur-
veillance reports. There are more items of information which will be ex-
tracted from tables and charts incorporated into the user's manual. 
Processing of the input data addresses the constructive effort calcula-
tions, design specification compilation, and gross material and manpower 
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calculations (note: cut and fill computations are not accomplished by this 
program). The detailed flow chart in Appendix C reveals the process sequence 
and subroutine organization. 
The program output is formatted such that: the minimum amount of informa-
tion is presented to clearly convey the results of the processing functions. 
Since specifications as well as computed results are output, the output may 
be quite extensive. The specifications are written in sentence form for 
clarity, and all figures are defined and presented in sentence or tabular 
form. The output obtained depends upon the desires of the user. Prompting 
questions will establish what outputs are to be printed, and this process 
is sequential (i.e., one subroutine will be accomplished before the computer 
asks if the successor routine(s) is/are desired). Again, the intent was to 
maintain simplicity, but also to maintain accuracy and effectiveness. 
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HELICOPTER LANDING SITE 
PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
This computer aided design is an effort to accelerate the evaluation and 
design of heliports through use construction techniques. The program com-
bines the construction effort evaluation methodology provided by the Ford, 
Bacon, and Davis study the information and specifications provided by the 
various military publications ( 	reference. TM5-330 is the primary resource) 
and assorted manipulating functions within the program to provide appropriate 
design specifications. 
In order to accomplish this end, the user is required to input various 
pieces of information to the computer. The necessary input is prompted by 
questions from the computer followed by the answering keys. The input consists 
of the following data: 
(1) terrain coding (TM5-330); 
(2) vegetation coding (TM5-330) 
(3) soil type and condition TM5-330); 
(4) CBR of subgrade, subbase, and base materials; 
(5) types of helicopters to use area; 
(6) number of helicopters to use area; 
(7) type of heliport desired (forward or support); 
(8) type of construction force; 
(9) airfield configuration desired; 
(10) airfield surface desired; 
(11) stabilization information (membrane, matting, asphaltic concrete); 
(12) plastic index of subgrade; 
(13) airfield index of subgrade; 
(14) selected input from graphs and charts accompaning the user's manual. 
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This input is obtained through maps, information about the AOA and the 
requirements of the MAF. The program is configured to input the data by 
keying the response in on a terminal or monitor. 
Processing within the program consists of construction effort calculations, 
surfacing design specifications and compilation of the appropriate field design 
data. Figure 10 depicts the macro flow chart for this program. 
To be most easily understood, the specifications regarding the airfield 
(landing pads, etc.) are printed out in simple verbage. Modifications of 
the program will allow print out of various other design information to include 
the strip/pad layout, clear zones, safety zones and fuel areas. (See user's 
manual - Appendix D) The construction effort is printed out in tabular form. 
The remainder of the output is presented in simple sentences. 
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LIMITATIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS 
The prototype program was developed as a working version to test some of 
the concepts of the research team regarding computer aided design. It is 
only a starting point in solving the helicopter landing site problem. Since 
there are several variables, tables and graphs from which input values must 
be user generated, and a variety of data arrays which must be stored, a 
central file with the appropriate data would enhance the program's operational 
time ald reduce local file storage. The basic process was developed to pro-
vide the desired output with as much internal "housecleaning" as was possible. 
Modification to implement the program in a microcomputer environment is 
required. 
As was stated earlier, no system could be located which provides the 
same data as the proposed program. Other routines dealing with various speci-
fic aspects of the design procedure could easily be added to the program to 
develop a more complete package of design effort. There are a variety of 
such routines available for evaluation and/or inclusion. 
The principal effect of the program is intended to be a reduction in the 
resource library requirement of the engineering force and the research time 
required for the detailed planning/design of this type construction. Addi-
tionally, this program provides for the detailed planning and design informa-
tion base down to battalion level. The program will also provide inputs to 
the other engineering management systems that control manpower, material and 
equipment resource allocation. 
In addition to the benefits of time and workload reduction in the design 
process, the program allows "on-site" developments, which in turn allow more 
accuracy in the design phase. The computer aided design program allows rapid 
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analysis of alternative heliport/landing sites and permits the selection of 
the best site/construction method combination to satisfy the objective of 
the Marine Amphibious Force. 
Limitations to use and application of this program correspond directly 
to several of the foreseen enhancements. A list of the limitations includes: 
(1) The AV-8 "Harrier" is not considered in the program. Inclusion of 
the specifications for the "Harrier" (VTOL) would require program 
modifications. 
(2) The program does not make allowance :Eor any larger helicopters 
than those already programmed. Development of larger helicopters 
would necessitate modification of the program. 
(3) Weather (climate) extremes are not reflected in the design and con-
struction methods, and only conventional techniques are considered 
for both processes (e.g., perma-frost and ice construction would 
not be appropriate applications of the program). 
(4) Equipment requirements are not addressed as output. 
(5) Pavement selection is limited to a small variety. 
(6) Pavement design employs a simplified technique. 
Enhancements beyond overcoming the limitations are varied as well. 
These might include: 
(1) Inclusion of a routine to plot the field layout and depict the 
various dimensions and specifications that are printed. 
(2) A routine which would plot cross sections of the subgrades, bases, 
pavement, etc. 
(3) Inclusion of a routine which would detail the procedures lecessary 
to accomplish construction of the specified landing site (CPM, 
resource requirements, etc....). 
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(4) Application of color graphics to a plotted field layout would 
enhance the readability of the output by color coding runways, 
taxiways, hoverlanes, clear zones, approach-departure zones, etc. 
(5) Graphics to show cross sections which could be light pen modified. 
(6) Use of light pen/menu selection for data input and output 
selection. 
(7) Design graphs/charts displayed on CRT with the value selection 
by light pen. 
(8) Inclusion of cut/fill programs, or other programs which would 
further detail the design process. 
(9) The pavement portion of the program can be modified to accomodate 
a hand held programmable calculator for use at the company level. 
(10) The program could be modified to include design for such areas 
as services roads, drainage and cargo staging areas. 
COMPATIBILITY OF COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
SYSTEMS WITH TEKTRONIX 4052 
The prototype programs developed are compatible with the Tektronix 4052. 
There are,however, in the preceding sections limitations that must be over-
come. Additional memory storage is required to accommodate these programs. 
The 4052 has 32K bytes of memory. However, it is felt that 64K bytes is the 
minimum memory required to facilitate the running of these programs. The 
second limitation is one of language. The program prototypes have been 
written in FORTRAN; the Tektronix unit operates with BASIC language. 
Both of these limitations can be easily overcome. The memory storage 
can be increased to 64K bytes by the purchase of a Tektronix optional central 
processing unit or the use of the 4052 to interface with a backup machine 
such as a DEC 11/32. 	The language problem can be rectified by translation 
of the program into BASIC. 
Of major concern is limitations on future improvements to the programs 
for the Tektronix 4052. The programs as developed envision the use of a 
light pen for selection of options by the user. However, Tektronix does not 
provide this option. Light pen usage is ideal since it creates a viable 
option to typing in a response. The mere fact that one has to type can form 
a negative attitude in some users. Another concern is the total lack of color 
in the CRT display. Color graphics can dramatically enhance a display of data. 
On the other hand, the Tektronix bit pad and plotter can enhance the helo 
design program dramatically. By entering topographic data on the bit pad, 
construction type plot plans can be expertly drafted by this computer. These 
plots can be placed on drafting paper or transparencies for use in briefings 
or as overlays. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the existing programs studied and the prototype program developed 
the following conclusions can be made: 
(1) In military engineering associated with the development of the MAF 
mission in the AOA the design tasks are modular and related to the 
item being designed. Therefore, the design procedures for laying 
out the obstacle plan are based on references and criteria which 
differ from those used for designing the Expeditionary Air Field. 
Although all design tasks are clearly related in that a common area 
and common organization are involved, the nature of design develop-
ment for the major elements of the AOA requires retreival of informa-
tion and design criteria for separate procedural and technical 
manuals. 
(2) The design function in combat military engineering differs from 
engineering in the peace time situation, in that, the facilities being 
designed are expedient in nature and well documented procedures (co-
ordinated with military doctrine) exist for the design of these faci-
lities. The military engineer's problem, tnen,is one of site adapting 
existing "optimal" procedures to the mission area deiighated. 
It is in this area of "processing" site (i.e. operational 
area) related information that the computer can be of assistance. 
The retrieval and application of the proper design procedures 
can be accomplished with great efficiency provided the procedures 
have been arranged in program format in the computer in such a way 
that the planner/designer can readily access them using program 
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parameters. Small computers (in some cases hand held) are well 
adapted to the function of accessing the appropriate procedures in 
the form of structured data bases and program segments, retrieving 
them, passing the input information regarding the site to these 
routines, and outputing the engineer decision information in a 
compact and, in some instances, graphical format. The input re-
quired of the user is parametic and the user must make certain 
structured input to the procedure. That is, the information re-
garding the site or operational area must be related to the input 
variables or parameters required by the procedure. For this reason, 
one set of computer aided design problems can be considered to be 
"parametric" in nature. 
(3) Another set of problems relates to the selection of alternatives 
once a design criteria has been applied. This type of problem can 
be solved to achieve a theoretically optimal solution. The water 
point location-allocation problem described in the Sectiob 
on interactive graphics is typical of this type of problem. This 
location allocation type problem structure can also be applied to 
the Fuel Storage Distribution and . Electrical Service Installation 
type engineering tasks. This category of design task might be 
considered to be an "interactive" type of activity as opposed to 
the "parametric" data retrieval type activity described above. 
Interactive systems are enhanced by the use of graphical displays 
and, instances such as the water point problem, input using bit-pads 
and digitizing devices. The use of sophiscated graphics does carry 
with it an overhead in additional code and may lead to a certain 
amount of machine dependence. The question arises as to how 
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transportable a given design system must be in terms of moving it 
from one machine to another. 
(4) Clearly, implementation of computer aided design procedures on 
small transportable computers (microcomputers or hand held) can 
accelerate the application of present MAF design procedures which 
require time consuming searches of the technical and field manuals. 
As once a problem is specified to the computer, the manipulation 
of data and the checking of a variety of solutions to find the 
best fit (i.e. sensitivity analysis using a range of input para-
meters) is enhanced. The computer approach brings the additional 
advantage of providing a structured format in which the MAF engineer 
must interface with the design procedure. The data requirements 
are specified by the program. As implemented in the prototype 
programs prompting messages operate to lead the designer/planner 
through the design sequence in a step by step manner. There is no 
question of "what do I do now." The matter of interacting with the 
program leads to a session format which all Marine Engineer Officers 
can be introduced to in the Basic Officer's course. This formating 
aspect of the computer implementation leads to a standardization of 
planning and preparation which is desirable in the time constrained 
situation of mobilizing the MAF in combat. The computer also leads 
to the accumulation of information (data files) as various programs 
are activated which provides the basis for an operational data base 
as the operation proceeds. Once basic programs have been implemented 
in the microcomputer environment, further research should focus on 
the development and structure of a number of application oriented 
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programs. Since data is generated and retained by the design 
support programs, the computer not only supports the operation 
in the planning stage, but provides ongoing support as the 
operation develops. 
(5) The generation of charts, specifications, tables, effort estimates 
and a host of other documents in "hard copy" form leads to a level 
of operational documentation which has been minimal in combat 
operations. 
(6) Due to the environmental complexity of a combat situation, the 
programs themselves have to be as straight forward and simple to 
use as possible. There is little time in combat to develop 
proficiency with a complex program. For this reason, simplicity 
of input and readability of output is a must, 
'APPENDIX A 
DETAILED FLOW CHART FOR THE PREFABRICATED 
FLOATING BRIDGE PROGRAM 
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River Current 






r/ Input River Width 







< Depth \ .LT. / 
1.12m? 




Buldozer Required Yes 
rInput Max Slope 
les1 Buldozer Required 
	1 
I Input Soil CBH 
Soil Requires 
Stabilization 
Will Construction Be Done 





Read Type of Assets To Be Used 
If Corps Get Corps Assets 
V 
If Division Get Division Assets 
If Other Ask For Bridge Assets 
Select Type of Bridge 
To Be Emplaced 
//Input Type of Assets 
To Be Used 
Corps, Division, Other 
Read Bridge Assets 
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(
Read Bridge Type 




Retrieve Appropriate Bridging Assets 
• 
Calculate # Bays Required 
Int = Gap(m)-20/8 
End = 2 
• 
Calculate Assembly Time 
' Night 
Or 	 Yes 
Adverse 
Calculate Class  
AT=Ar411.5 
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Crossing Rate = 200 vph 
Calculate Remainim7, Bridge Assets 
Int = Old - Intr 
End = Old - 2 
Print Output 
	V 	
This Bridge Requires 
No Addit nal Anchor 	
age 
Go To 100 
Subroutine Ribbon 
Retrieve Appropriate Bridging Assets 
Calculate # Bays Required 
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Yes _4 AT=AT*/.5 





Calculate Bridge Class 
Crossing Rate = 200 v'ph 
1r 
Calculate Remaining Assets 
INT = Old - INTR 
END = Old - 2 





Calculate Assembly rime 
.;c) To Anchorage 
Routine 
Calculate Anchorage Requirements 
Print Anchorage 
Requirements 




Calculate # Bloats Required 
Normal and Reinforced 
Night 




[  Calculate # Assembly Sites 
Calculate Bridge Class 
Normal and Reinforced 
Calculate Remaining Bridge Assets 
Crossing Rate = 200 vph 
Calculate Special Requirements 
[-- Print Output 1 




Calculate Anchorage Requiremem:s 
Print Anchorage 
Requirements 
Do You Want e Another> 
\Bridge? 
Go To 5 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM LISTING OF THE 
PREFABRICATED FLOATING BRIDGE PROGRAM 
	
1 	PROGRAM BEANER(INPUTrOUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUTrTAPE6=OUTPUT) 
2 INTEGER CW,CT,CRrASrRIBIrRIBR,BEBRTACrBDrBEBM,BEBMR,BEBMRR,CRAN 
3 	INTEGER CTNrCWN,CTR,CWRrD7rCROIR,S1rCBR1rRIB 
4 DATA AYES/"YES'/:ANO/"NOI/rAMAB/'MABI/rARIEIBON/"RIBBONI/ 
5' 	DATA AM4T6/"M4T6"/rACORPS/"CORPSI/rADIV/"DIVI'l 
6 DATA AOTHER/POTHER'/ODAY/PDAY"./rANIGHT/"NIGHT"/OADVERS/ 
7 	+ 'ADVERSE"/ 
8 C 
9 C 	SUBROUTINE INSTRUCTIONS 
10 C 
11 	PRINT(6,*)' " 
12 PRINT(6,*)'THIS IS A PROGRAM TO DESIGN A FLOATING BRIDGE AND 
13 	+ANCHORAGE SYSTEM OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES" 
14 PRINT(6,*) 	 MAR" 
15 	PRINT(6,*) " RIBBON' 
16 PRINT(6,*) 	 M4T6" 
17 	PRINT(6,*)' 
18 PRINT(6,*) 'THE INPUT DATA REQUIRED TO MAKE THE APPROPRIATE 
19 	+CALCULATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS' 
20 PRINT(6,*)' 	(A) RIVER WIDTH IN.METERS" 
21 	PRINT(6,*)' (B) RIVER VELOCITY IN MPS' 
22 PRINT(6r*)° 	(C) MEAN BANK HEIGHT IN METERS" 
23 	PRINT(6,*)" (D) RIVER DEPTH IN METERS" 
24 PRINT(6,*)' 	(E) APPROACH AND EXIT SLOPE' 
25 	PRINT(6r*)' (F) SOIL .CBR" 
26 PRINT(6,*)" 	(G) BRIDGE ASSETS IN NON-STANDARD UNIT' 
27 	PRINT(6,*)• (H) ASSEMBLY CONDITIONS(DAYrNIGHTrADVERSE)" 
28 PRINT(6r*)" ° 
29 	PRINT(6rWTHE PROGRAM OUTPUT WILL CONSIST OF:' 
30 PRINT(6,*)" . 	(1) RIVER DATA" 
31 	PRINT(6p*)" (2) BRIDGE CLASS(WHEEL AND TRACK)" 
32 PRINT(6,*)" 	(3) CROSSING RATE(VPH)' 
33 	PRINT(6,*)" (4) CONSTRUCTION TIME' 
34 PRINT(6,*)" 	(5) REQUIRED ASSEMBLY SITES' 
35 	PRINT(6,*)" (6) REQUIRED BRIDGE ASSETS" - 
36 PRINT(6,*)' 	(7) REMAINING BRIDGE ASSETS' 
37 	PRINT(6,*)' (8) SPECIAL EQUIPMENT' 






44 C 	SUBROUTINE INPUT 
45 C 
46 	DO 5 I=1,50 
47 PRINT(6,*)'ENTER THE RIVER WIDTH IN METERS' 
48 	READS,*) W1 
49 PRINT(6,WENTER THE RIVER VELOCITY IN MPS' 
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50 	READ(5,*) Vi 
51 IF(V1.GT.3.5) GO TO 105 
52 	PRINT(60WENTER THE RIVER DEPTH IN METERS' 
53 READ(5r*) D1 
54 	IF(D1.LT.1.12) GO TO 110 
55 PRINT(6rWENTER THE MEAN BANK HEIGHT IN METERS" 
56 	READ(5,*) XMBH 
57 IF(XMBH.GT.1.5) BD=1 
58 	PRINT(65WENTER THE MAX SLOPE OF APPROACH OR EXIT' 
59 READ (5,*) S1 
60 	IF(S1.GT.20) BD=1 
61 PRINT(6,*)"ENTER SOIL CBR' 
62 	READ(5,*) CBR1 
63 PRINT(6,WWHAT ARE ASSEMBLY CONDITIONS" 
64 	PRINT(6rWENTER DAY, NIGHT OR ADVERSE' 
65 READ(5,500) ANS 
66 	500 FORMAT (A7) 
67 IF (ANS.EO.ADAY) AC=1 
68 	IF (ANS.E0.ANIGHT) AC=2 
69 IF (ANS.F.O.AADVERS) AC=2 




74 	READ(5,501) ANSI 
75 501 FORMAT (AS) 
76 	IF(ANS1.EO.AOTHER) GO TO 50 
77 GO TO 160 
78 	50 PRINT(60WENTER THE TYPE OF BRIDGE ASSETS YOU HAVE" 
79 READ(5,502) ANS3 
80 	502 FORMAT (A7) 
81 IF(ANS3.EO.AMAB) GO TO 51 
82 	IF(ANS3.E0.ARIBBON) GO TO 52 
83 IF(ANS3.E0.3) GO TO 53 	. 
84 	51 PRINT(6rWENTER * OF INTERIOR BAYS' 
05 READ(5,*) MABI 
86 	PRINT(60WENTER NUMBER OF RAMP BAYS" 
87 READS,*) MABR 
83 	GO TO 60 
89 52 PRINT(60WENTER * OF INTERIOR DAYS' 
90 	READ(5,*) RIBI 
91 PRINT(6rWENTER .1 OF RAMP BAYS" 
92 	READ(5,*) RIBR 
93 PRINT(60WENTER * OF BRIDGE ERECTION BOATS" 
94 	READ(5r*) BEBR 
95 GO TO 60 
96 	53 PRINT(6r*)"ENTER * OF BRIDGE SETS" 
97 READ(5,*) M4T6S 
98 	M4T6N=M4T6S*10 
99 M4T6R=M4T6S*10 
100 	PRINT(6rWENTER THE NUMBER OF BRIDGE ERRECTION BOATS" 
79 
101 	READ(6/*) BEBM 
102 60 PRINT(6/WDO YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL ASSETS YES OR NO' 
103 . 	READ(5y601) AMSW 
104 601 FORMAT (A3) 
105 	IF(AMSW.E0.AYES) GO TO 50 
106 IF(AMSW.E0.ANO) GO TO 160 
107 	160 DO 6 K=1/50 
108 PRINT(6/WSELECT TYPE OF BRIDGE TO BE EMPLACED" 
109 	PRINT(6/WENTER MAB/RIBBON OR M4T6' 
110 READ(5y505) BRIDGE 
111 	505 FORMAT (A7) 
112 IF(BRIDGE.E0.AMAB) GO TO 250 
13 	IF(BRIDGE.MARIBBON) GO TO 260' 
114 IF(BRIDGE.E0.AM4T6) GO TO 270 
115 C 
116 C 	 SUBROUTINE MAB 
117 C 
118 	250 MAB=MAB+1 
119 IF(MAB.GT.1) GO TO 253 
120 	GO TO 2051, 
121 .253 PRINT(6/*) 6 YOU HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED A MAD DC YOU WISH TO US[ 
122 	PRINT(6/WYOUR REMAINING ASSETS AS THE BASE TO CALCULATE FROM 
123 PRINT(6/WOR DO YOU WISH A FULL COMPLIMENT OF BRIDGING ASSETS 
124 	PRINT(6/WENTER YES IF YOU WANT TO USE YOUR REMAINING ASSETS" 
125 PRINT(6,*)"ENTER NO IF YOU WANT A FULL COMPLIMENT OF ASSETS" 
126 	READ(5,2049) ANS5 
127 209 FORMAT (A3) . 
128 	IF(ANS5.E0.AYES) GO TO 254 
129 2051 IF(ANS1.E0.ACORPS) GO TO 251 
130 	IF(ANS1.E0.ADIV) GO - TO 252 
131 GO TO 255 
132 	251 MABI=24 
133 MABR=12 
134 	IF(W1.GT.212.) GO TO 99 
1 .SJ GO TO 255 
136 	252 MABI=16 
137 MABR=8 
138 	IF(W1.GT.149.) GO TO 99 
139 GO TO 255 
140 	254 MABI=NMABI 
141 MABR=NMABR 




146 	IF(AC.E0.1) AT=AT 
147 IF(AC.-E0.2) AT=AT*1.5 
148 	IF(V1.LT.2.) CW=62 
1.49 IF(V1.GE.2.0) CW=55 
150 	CT=CW 




154 	• 	AS=1 
155 IF(NMABI.LT.0) GO TO 99 
156 	IF(NMABR.LT.0) GO TO 99 
157 PRINT(6,*)° 	 MOBILE ASSAULT BRIDGE" 
158 	PRINT(6,*) • ' 
15.9 PRINT(6,*) " • 
160 	PRINT(60WRIVER DATA:* 
161 PRINT(6,4()) W1 
162 	40 FORMAT(15)WWIDTW,F5.0," METERS') 
163 PRINT(6,41) V1 
164 	41 FORMAT(15X,WELOCITYN,F5.2," MPS'') 
165 PRINT(6,42). D1 
166 	42- FORMAT(15WDEPTHI,F5.2," METERS•) 
167 - PRINT(6,*) 	• 
168 	'PRINT(6,*)•BRIDGE DATA' 
169 PRINT(6,W 	 REQUIRED 	REMAINING 
170 	PRINT(6,*)• CLASS 	RATE 	CO 	ASS 	'ASSETS ASSETS' 
171 .PRINT(6,*)" W T VPH HRS SITES INT 	RMP 	INT 	RMP 
172 	PRINT(6,44)CW,CT,CR,ATFAS,MABINT,MABRP,NMABIFNMABR 
173 44 FORMAT(3X,12,1X,12,3X,13,3X,F4.1,5X,I2,5X,12,4X,12,5X,I2,4X,I2) 
174 , 	PRINT(6,*) • ' 
175 PRINT(6,*)' 	 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS' 
176 	 PRINT(6,*)° 
177 IF(CBRi.LT.10) GO 	TO 45 
178 	GO TO 46 
179 45 PRINT(6,WSOIL REQUIRES STABILIZATION" 
180 	46 	IF(BD.E0.1) GO TO 461 
181 GO TO 472 
182 	461 PRINT(6,47) BD 
183 47 FORMAT(I2, 1 BULDOZERS REQUIRED FOR SITE PREPARATION") 
184 	472 PRINT(6,*)' • 
185 PRINT(6,*)" 	ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS" 
186 	PRINT(6,*) . ". 
1Y7 PRINT(6,*) "THIS BRIDGE REQUIRES NO ADDITIONAL' ANCHORAGE' 
189 	PRINT(601) 1 
189 GO TO 100 
190 C 
191 C 	 SUBROUTINE RIBBON 
192 C 
193 	260 RIB=RIB+1 
194 IF(RIB.GT.1) 90 TO 263 
195 	GO TO 2066 
196 263 PRINT(6,*)"YOU HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED A RIBBON BRIDGE, DO YOU" 
197 	PRINT(60WWISH TO USE YOUR REMAINING ASSETS AS THE BASE TO ' 
198 PRINT(6,*)•CALCULATE FROM OR BO YOU WISH A FULL COMPLIMENT OF BR 
199 	+GING ASSETS" 
200 PRINT(6,*)•ENTER YES IF YOU WISH TO USE YOUR REMAINING ASSETS" 
PRINT(6,*)•ENTER NO IF YOU WISH A FULL COMPLIMENT OF ASSETS" 
202 	READ(5,2067) ANSR 
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203 	2067 FORMAT (A3) 
204 IF(ANSR.E0.AYES) GO TO 206 
205 	2066 IF(ANS14EO.ACORPS) GO TO 261 
206 IF(ANS1.E0.ADIV) GO TO 262 
207 	GO TO 265 
20 261 RIBI=30 • 
209 	RIBR=12 
210 BEBR=14 
211 	IF(W1.GT.213.) GO TO 99 
212 GO TO 265 
213 	262 PRINT(6,*)*THERE ARE NO RIBBON BRIDGE ASSETS AT DIVISION LEVEL 
214 GO TO 100 
215 	2063 RIBI=NRIBI 
216 RIBR=NRIBR 
217. 	BEBR=NBEBR 
218 265 RIBINT=(41-14.)/6.7 
219 	IRIBINT=RIBINT+1. 
220 IRIBR=2 
221 	IF(W1.LT.75) 	GO TO 701 
222 IF(W1.LT.160) GO TO 702 
223 	IF(W1.LT.300) GO TO 703 
224 701 AT=.5 
225 	GO 'TO 705 
226 702 AT=.75 
227 	GO TO 705 
228 .703 AT=1.75 
229 	GO TO 705 
230 705 IF(AC.E0.1) AT=AT 
231 	IF(AC.E0.2) AT=AT*1.5 
232 IF(V1.LT.2.5) CW=60 
233 	IF(V1.GE.2.5) CW=45 




238 IF(NRIBI.LT.0) GO TO 99 
239 	IF(NRIBR.LT.0) GO TO 99 
240 AS=3 
241 	IBEBRR=6 
242 IF(BEBR.LT.IREBRR) GO TO 266 
243 	GO TO 267 
244 266 PRINT(6,WINSUFFICIENT BRIDGE ERRECTION BOATS AVAILABLE' 
245 	267 IF(V1.GT.3.) GO TO 268 
246 IBEBR=RIBINT/4.+1. 
247 	NBEBR=BEBR-IBEBR 
248 268 BEB=0 
249 	PRINT(6:*) 1 	 RIBBON BRIDGE' 
250 PRINT(6,*) 
251 	PRINT(6,*)" 
252 PRINT(6,WRIVER DATA' 
253 	• PRINT(6,600) W1 
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254 	600 FORMAT(15Xr'WIDTH',F5.0,' METERS') 
255 PRINT(6r61) V1 
256 	61 FORMAT(15Xr'VELOCITY'rF5.2,' MPS') 
257 PRINT(6,62) D1 
258 	62 FORMAT(15X,'DEPTH'rF5.27' METERS') 
259 PRINT(6,*)' 
260 	PRINT(6,*) 'BRIDGE DATA' 
261 PRINT(601)' 	 REQUIRED 	REMAINING' 
262 	PRINT(6,*)' CLASS 	RATE 	CO 	ASS 	ASSETS . 	ASSETS' 
263 PRINT(6,*)' 	W T VPH HRS SITES INT RMP BEB INT RMP 
264 	+M B' 
265 PRINT(6r280) CWsCTsCRrAT,ASrIRIBINTiIRIBRrIBEBR,NRIBIsNRIBR,NBEB; 
266 	280 FORMAT(4)(rI2r1X,I2r3X,I3s3X,F4.1,4X,11,4X,I2,3XtI2r3X,I2s4)(sI2r3. 
267 +712,3X,12,3X,I2) 
268 : 	PRINT(6,*) " 
269 PRINT(6,*)' 	 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS' 
•270 	.PRINT(6r*)" 
271 IF(CBR1.LT.10) GO TO 81 
272 	GO TO 82 
273 81 PRINT(6,*) 'THIS SOIL REQUIRES STABILIZATION' 
274 	82 IF(BD.E0.1) GO TO 83 
275 GO TO 85 • 
276 	83 PRINT(6,84) BD 
277 '84 FORMAT(I2,' BULDOZERS REQUIRED FOR SITE PREPARARTION') 
278 	85 PRINT(6,*) 
279 • PRINT(6,*)' • 
280 	PRINT(6,*)" 	 ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS' 
281 	PRINT(6,*)" 
282 	IF(V1.GT.3.) GO TO 269 
283 PRINT(6,281) IBEBR 
284 	281 FORMAT('ANCHORAGE CONSISTS OF',I3,' BRIDGE ERRECTION BOATS') 
285 PRINT(6,*)"PLACED EVERY FOURTH BAY' 
286 	PRINT(6,*)' 
27 GO TO 100 
288 	269 PRINT(6,*)' ANCHORAGE CALCULATED BY ANCHORAGE SUBROUTINE' 
289 PRINT(6,*)' 
290 	GO TO 100 
2';1 C 
292 C 	SUBROUTINE M4T6 
C 
294 	270 M4T6=M4T64-1 
295 IF(M4T6.GT.1) GO TO 273 
296 	GO TO 2071 
'297 273 PRINT(6,*) 'YOU HAVE ALREADY CALCULATED A M4T6 BRIDGES DO YOU' 
298 	PRINT(6,*)PWISH TO USE YOUR REMAINING ASSETS AS THE BASE TO' 
299 PRINT(6rWCALCULATE FROM, OR DO YOU WICH A FULL COMPLIMENT OF B 
300 	i-DGING ASSETS' 
301 PRINT(6,*)' ENTER YES IF YOU WISH TO USE YOUR REMAINING ASSETS' 
302 	PRINT(6rWENTER NO IF YOU WISH A FULL COMPLIMENT OF ASSETS' 
303 READ(5,2075) ANSM 
304 	2075 FORMAT (A3) 
83 
305 	IF(ANSM.EQ.AYES) GO TO 2073 
306 2071 IF (ANS1.E0.ACORPS) GO TO•271 
307 	IF(ANS1.EQ.ADIV) GO TO 272' 
308 IF(ANS1.EO.AOTHER) GO TO 275 
309 	271 M4T6N=50 
310 M4T6R=50 
311 	BEBM=10 
.312 IF(W1.07.213.) GO TO 99 
313 	GO TO 275 
314 272 M4T6N=40 
315 	M4T6R=40 
316 BEBM=8 
317 	IF(W1.GT.171.) GO TO 99 
318 GO TO 275 
319 	2073 M4T6N=NM4T6N 
320 . M4T6R=NM4T6R 
321 	BEDM=NBEBM 




326 IF(W1.LT.75.) GO TO 301 
327 	IF(W1.LT.160.) GO TO 302 
328 IF(W1.LT.300.) GO TO 303 
329 	301 AT=6 	• 
330 AS=2 
331 	GO TO 310 
332 302 AT=12 
333 	AS=5 
334 GO TO 310 
335 	303 AT=20 
336 AS=6 
337 	GO TO 310 
338 310 IF(AC.EO.1) AT=AT 
339 	IF(AC.E0.2) AT=AT*1.5 
340 ATP=AT*3 
341 	 IF(V1.LT.1.5) GO TO 315 
342 IF(V1.LT.2.) GO TO 316 
343 	IF(V1.LT.2.5) GO TO 317 
344 IF(V1.LT.3.5) GO TO 318 




349 	GO TO 320 




354 GO TO 320 





359 GO TO 320 




364 	GO TO 320 
365 320 NM4T6N=M4T6N-M4T6NR 
366 	NM4T6R=M4T6R-M4T6RR 
767 IF(NM4T6R.LT.0) GO TO 99 







375 PRINT(6,*)* 	 M4T6 FLOATING BRIDGE' 
376 	PRINT(6,*)' 
377 PRINT(6,*)" • 
378 	PRINT(6kWRIVER DATA' 
379 PRINT(6,350) W1 
380 	350 FORMAT(15X,'WIDTW,F5.0,"METERS") 
3FA PRINT(6,351) V1 
382 	351 FORMAT(15WVELOCITYI,F5.2,'MPS') 
383 PRINT(6,352) D1 
3&4 	352 FORMAT(15WDEPTHlrF5.2,'METERS') 
385 PRINT(6,*)' 
386 	PRINT(60WBRIDGE DATA' 
387 PRINT(6,WCLASS RATE co PLT ASS REQUIRED REMAINING 
388 	PRINT(6,*)" W T - VPH 	HRS 	HRS SITES FLTS BEB FLTS BEB 
389 PRINT(6,353) CTN,CWN,CR,AT,ATP,AS,M4T6NR,BEBMRrNM4T6NYBEBM 
390 	1'53 FORMAT(2X,12,1X,12,2X,13,3X,F4.1,2X,F4.1,4X,11,5X,I2,2X,12,3Xr. 
391 4.3X,I2,' FOR NORMAL BRIDGE') 
392 	PRINT(6,354) CTR,CWR,CR,AT,ATP,AS,M4T6RR,BEBMR,NM4T6R,BEBM 
393 354 FORMAT(2X,12,1X,12,2X,13,3X,F4.1,2X,F4.1,4X,11,5X,I2,2X,I2,3X,: 
394 	+3X,I2," FOR REINFORCED BRIDGE') 
395 PRINT(6,*) ' • 
396 	PRINT(6,*)" 	 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS' 
397 PRINT(6,*) 1 " 
398 	IF(CBR1.LT.10) GO TO 3541 
399 GO TO 3542 
400 	3541 PRINT(6,*)•THIS SOIL REQUIRES STABILIZATION' 
401 3542 PRINT(6r355) D7 
402 	355 FORMAT(5)0I2, 1 BULDOZERS ARE REQUIRED FOR SITE PREPARATION') 
403 PRINT(6,356) CRANE 
404 	356 FORMATC5X,I2, 1 CRANES ARE REQUIRED, ONE AT EACH ASSEMBLY SITE' 
405 PRINT(6,357) AIR 
406 	357 FORMAT(5X,I2,' AIR COMPRESSORS ARE REQUIRED, TWO AT EACH ASSEMR 
85 
407 	+ SITE') 
408 PRINT(6,358) BEBMR 
409 	358 FORMAT(5X,I2,'BRIDGE ERECTION BOATS ARE REQUIRED') 
410 PRINT(6,*)* • 
411 	PRINT(6,*) 	 ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS' 
412 PRINT(6,*) • 
413 	PRINT(6,*)PANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS CALCULATED BY ANCHORAGE SUBROL 
414 +NE' 
415 	PRINT(6v*) 
416 GO TO 100 
417 C 
418 C 	SUBROUTINE EXIT 
419 C 
420 	99 PRINT(6,WYOU HAVE INSUFFICIENT BRIDGING ASSETS' 
421 100 PRINT(6,WDO YOU WANT TO DO ANOTHER BRIDGE,YES OR NO' 
422 	READ(5,590) ANSW1 
423 590 FORMAT (A3) 
424 	IF(ANSW1.EQ.AYES) GO TO 101 
425 GO TO 999 
• 426 	101 PRINT(6,WDO YOU HAVE NEW INPUT,YES OR NO' 
427 READ (5,591) ANSW2 
428 	591 FORMAT (A3) 
429 ' • 	IF(ANSW2.EQ:AYES) GO TO 5 
430 	6 CONTINUE 
431 105, PRINT(6,WTHE CURRENT IS TO FAST, TRY TACTICAL FIXED BRIDGING" 
432 	GO TO 1000 
433 110 PRINT(6,*)'THE RIVER HAS INSUFFICIENT DEPTH, TRY FORDING' 
434 	1000 PRINT(6,WDO YOU HAVE NEW INPUT YES OR NO' 
435 READ(5,592) ANSW3 
436 	592 FORMAT (A3) 	. 
437 IF(ANSW3.EQ.ANO) GO TO 999 
438 	5 CONTINUE 
439 999 STOP 
END 
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USER'S MANUAL 
After properly logging on the computer, and directing the 
program to execute, the following operations will occur: 
STEP 1  
The computer will ask if you have a file input. Answer "yes" 
or "no" after the computer prints a question mark and hit "return". 
...see 	TAB A of the user's manual for file preparation. If 
"yes" was entered, go to step 12. 
DO YOU HAVE A FILE INPUT? 
NO 
STEP 2 
The computer will ask what type heliport is to be designed, for-
ward area or support area. Type the proper fnteger response and 
hit "return". 
WHAT TYPE HELIPORT IS TO BE DESIGNED, FORWARD 
AREA OR SUPPORT AREA '? 
IF FORWARD, ENTER 0 	IF SUPPORT, ENTER 1. 
? 0 
STEP 3  
The computer will now advise you of the data it requires to per-
form the pror:ram. First addressed are the type and complement of 
helicopters. There are four classifications of the types of 
helicopters: 	1. OH-6, OH-13, OH-23 
2. UH-1, AH-1, AH-56, OH-58 
3. UH-19, CH-34, CH-1-6, CH-47 
4. CH-37, CH-53, CH-54, CH-25. 
The computer will ask for the number of each type aircraft to be 
using the heliport. It will advise you to enter figures in the 
form of 9x if a company, or companies, of helicopters is involved. 
If a mixture,(i.e., more than one company, but less than two) 
enter the exact number. Anything less than one company, enter the 
exact number. After entering the number, hit "return". 
YOU ARE NOW READY TO ENTER DATA PERTAINING 
TO HELICOPTER TYPES AND QUANTITIES. TYPE ONE (1) 
HELICOPTERS ARE THE OH-6r OH-13r AND/OR OH-23. 
ENTER THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TYPE ONE HELICOPTERS ARE -
EXPECTED TO USE THE HELIPORT. 
***NOTE*** , IF THERE IS TO BE A COMPANY OF HELICPTERSr 
ENTER 91, - TWO COMPANIES, 92, - THREE COMPANIESr93 -
AND SO ON. IF LESS THAN ONE COMPANY, ENTER THE 
SPECIFIC NUMBER. 
? 6" 
TYPE TWO (2) HELICOPTERS ,INCLUDE THE UH-1r 
AH-1, AH-56, AND/OR OH-58. ENTER THE NUMBER OF 
TYPE TWO HELICOPTERS IN THE SAME MANNER AS ABOVE. 
T 0 
TYPE THREE (3) HELICOPTERS INCLUDE THE UH-19, 
CH-34, CH-46r AND/OR Ch-47. ENTER THE NUMBER OF 
TYPE THREE HELICOPTERS IN THE SAME MANNER. 
T 8 
TYPE FOUR (4) HELICOPTERS INCLUDE THE CH-25, 
CH-37r CH-53, AND/OR CH-54. ENTER THE NUMBER 
OF TYPE FOUR HELICOPTERS IN THE SAME MANNER. 
T 8 
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STEP 4  
Die computer will now print, in a tabular form, a summary of the 
CFta you just input. You will be asked to check and confirm the 
accuracy of the data. If there are no errors, answer the prompt-
Inc question "yes"; if there are errors res:)ond "no". If "yes" is 
-Iped in, go to step ;5. 
AS A CHECK ON YOUR HELICOPTER DATA INPUT, YOUR 
DATA WILL BE TABULATED AND PRINTED. CHECK AND CONFIRM 
THESE VALUES. 
HELICOPTER TYPE 	NO. OF INDIVIDUAL HELICOPTERS 	NO. OF COMPANIES 
1 	 6. 	 0 





IS THE PRINTED DATA EQUIVALENT TO THE DATA 
YOU INPUT? 
? YES 
STEP 5  
As a mistake has been made, the computer will ask you how many 
errors there are. (There can be 1 to 4 errcrs as there are 4 types 
of helicopters.) Type in the number of errors and hit "return". 
The computer will then ask under what type helicopter the errors 
occur, by error. After the corrections are completed, the comput-
er will return to step 3. 
llSa 1HL r E ∎ INI . ED DAfA EOUIVALENT TO THE DATA 	 you INPUT? 
? NO 
HOW MANY ERRORS ARE: THERE? 
ERROR 1 OCCURS ON WHICH HELICOPTER 	 TYPE? 
? 1. 
TYPE IN THE CORRECTED VALUE A3 PER PREVIOUS 	 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS. 
? 6 	 • 
ERROR 2 1CCURS ON WHICH HELICOPTER 	 TYPE? 
? •3 
lYPE IN THE COkPEC I ED VALUE AS PER PREVIOUS 	 INPUT INSTRUCTIONS. 
? 91 
STEP 6  
The computer will now ask you how many heliports you wish to com-
pare. Answer the question with an integer from 1 to 10, and hit 
" return". 
HOW MANY HELIPORTS ARE TO BE COMPARED (1-10)? 
STEP 7  
The computer will define the inputs necessary for characterization 
of the terrain. Each characteristic will correspond to a numerical 
entry. Type in the appropriate number to the prompting question 
and hit "return". The inputs to be made are slope, soil thickness 
and soil type for each heliport. 
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YOU ARE NOW READY TO INPUT VARIOUS TERRAIN 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE HELIPORT OF CONCERN. 
SLOPE CHARACTERISTICS, SOIL THICKNESS AND SOIL TYPE 
WILL BE READ. IF THE SLOPE IS LESS THAN 2%r ENTER 
1 - IF IT RANGES FROM 2 TO 10%, ENTER 2 - IF IT 
RANGES FROM 10 TO 30%, ENTER 3 - IF RENGE IS 30 TO 
40, ENTER 4 - IF GREATER THAN 40%, ENTER 9. 
FAR SOIL THICKNESS, IF THE SOIL IS LESS. THAN 2 FEET 
THICK, ENTER 1 - IF RANGE IS 2 TO 20 FEET, ENTER 2 - 
IF THICKER THAN 20 FEET,ENTER 3. 
FOR SOIL TYPES, IF SAND,ENTER 1 	SILT, ENTER 2 - 
CLAY, ENTER 3 - LATERITE (SOFT), ENTER 4 - ROCK! 
LATERITE (HARD), ENTER 5. 







dTEP 8  
The computer will continue asking for soil inputs. Type in the 
appropriate integer corresponding to the terrain characteristics, 
and hit "return". The inputs to be made include soil condition, 
CBR and vegetation. 
NOW INPUT THE SOIL CONDITION, CBR, AND VEGETATION 
IF THE SOIL IS DRY, ENTER 1 — IF WETr.ENTER 2. 
ENTER THE CBR DIRECTLY. 
FOR VEGETATION, IF THE LAND IS BARREN, ENTER 1 
GRASS OR LARGE CULTIVATED FIELDS, ENTER 2 
SAVANNA OR SMALL CULTIVATED FIELDSi ENTER 3 
WOODLAND OR FOREST WITH SCATTERED FIELDS, ENTER 4 
SCRUB, ENTER 5 
HEAVY FOREST, ENTER 6 
DENSE JUNGLE, ENTER 7 







STEP 9  
The computer will now ask for information pertaining to the work 
force to be employed in the construction. The entry integers will 
corresp,:)nd to engineer construction, airborne division engineer 
supplemented by engineer light equipment company, combat engineer, 
and airmobile division engineer. Enter the appropriate integer 
response, and hit "return". 
INPUT REGARDING THE CONSTRUCTION FORCE IS NOW 
REQUIRED. IF THE CONSTRUCTION FORCE IS TO BE OF 
ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION, ENTER 1. IF IT IS TO BE 
AN AIRBORNE DIVISION ENGINEER SUPPLEMENTED BY 
ENGINEER LIGHT EQUIPMENT COMPANY, ENTER 2. IF IT 
IS TO BE A COMBAT ENGINEER, ENTER 3. IF IT IS 
TO BE AN AIRMOBILE DIVIOGN ENGINEER, ENTER 4. 
r 3 
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STEP 10  
The computer will print out the constructive effort for the heli-
ports per helicopter type and for the total heliport. 
************************************** 
THE HELIPORT TO BE DESIGNED IS IN THE FORWARD AREA 
CONSTRUCTIVE EFFORT FOR HELIPORT 1 
FOR HELICOPTER TYPE: 1 EFFORT IS: 0.00 BATALLIOA DAYS. 
FOR HELICOPTER TYPE: 2 EFFORT IS: 0.00 BATALLION DAYS. 
FOR HELICOPTER TYPE:' 3 EFFORT IS: 0.00 BATALLION DAYS. 
FOR HELICOPTER TYPE: 4 EFFORT IS: 0.00 BATALLION-DAYS. 
TOTAL CONSTRUCTIVE EFFORT FOR THE HELIPORT IS: 
***** 0.00 ***** 
STEP 11 
The computer will now ask what configuration you desire for the 
heliport. The responses will correspond to runway/taxiway system, 
pads/hoverlane system, or simply pads. Respond with the correct 
integer response, and hit the "return". 
DOES YOUR HELIPORT INCLUDE A RUNWAY/TAXIWAY SYSTEM, 
PADS/HOVERLANE SYSTEM, OR SIMPLY PADS? 
IF RUNWAY/TAXIWAYPENTER 1 	IF PADS ENTER 0 
IF , TAXI/HOVERLANE, ENTER 2. 
STEP 12 
The computer will now print the specifications for the heliport 
in accordance with the type helicopters to be served. Specifica-
tions presented can be utilized in making templates as shown in 
figures 1 through 3 (10). 
*** SPECIFICATIONSFOR A FORWARD AREA HELIPORT g** • 
TYPE 1 - 
LANDING PAD SPECIFICATIONS ARE: 
LENGTH: 0. 
WIDTH: 0. 
PAD GRADE (DIR OF APP/DEP): .0 
MAX CLEAR AREA GRADE: 0. 
LANDING AREA DIMENSIONS ARE: 
LENGTH: 72 
WIDTH: 72 
NUMBER OF TYPE 1 PADS IS: 6. 
*** SPECIFICATIONSFOR A FORWARD AREA HELIPORT *** 
	  TYPE 3 	 
LANDING PAD SPECIFICATIONS ARE: 
LENGTH: 0. 
WIDTH: 0. 
PAD GRADE (DIR OF APP/DEP): .0 
MAX CLEAR AREA GRADE: 0. 




NUMBER OF TYPE 3 PADS IS: 8. 
*** SPECIFICATIONSFOR A FORWARD AREA HELIPORT *** 
	 TYPE 4 	 
LANDING PAD SPECIFICATIONS ARE: 
LEJTH: 
WIDTH: 0. 
PAD GRADE (DIR OF APP/DEP): .0 
MAX CLEAR AREA GRADE: 0. 
LANDING AREA DIMENSIONS ARE 
LENGTH: ** 
WIDTH: ** 
NUMBER OF TYPE 4 PADS IS: 8. 
SHOULDERS ARE NOT OF CONCERN FOR FORWARD AREA 
HELIPORTS. 
APPROACH/DEPARTURE ZONE SURFACE RATIO IS 10:1 • 
APPROACH/DEPARTURE ZONE LENGTH IS 1500 FEET. • 
APPROACH/DEPARTURE ZONE WIDTH, OUTER EDGE, 
IS 500 FEET. 
ZONE WIDTH AT EDGE OF LANDING AREA IS EQUAL TO 
SPECIFIED LANDING AREA WIDTH, 
TAKEOFF SAFETY ZONE LENGTH IS 500 FEET.... 
WIDTH IS SAME AS APPROACH/DEPARTURE ZONE. 
THIS COMPLETES HELIPORT SPECIFICATIONS. 
















LANDING AREA EL 6 0 
SECTION X— X 
ISOMETRIC VIEW 
LANDING AREA EL a 0 
SECTION Y-Y 
SEE DETAIL A  
CD 
Figur 1 Geometric Layout of Neill , hAS 10) 
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Figure 3. Geometrio requirements 
for heliports with runways (10). 
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STEP 
The computer will ask the user about designing the paveilent for 
a particular site. Enter "yes" or "no". If the reply is "no", 
the program will terminate. 
DO YOU WANT TO DESIGN THE PAVEMENT ? 
7 "YES" 
STEP 14 
The computer will ask if the site is one which has been evaluated. 
If so, e-nter the integer number of the site, just as it was enter-
ec in step 7. If this is a new site enter 0. If the user did not 
enter a zero: go to step 16. 
IF THIS IS A DESIGN FOR A SITE JUST EVALUATED, ENTER 
THE SITE NUMBER BELOW. IF THIS IS A NEW SITE, ENTER 0. 
?6 
ST7P 15 
The computer will ask for the CBR of the subgrade at this site. 
WHAT IS CBR OF SUBGRADE? 
7 5 
STEP 16  
computer now asks for the airfield index of the subgrade. 
Enter the nearest whole number for the site. 
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WHAT IS AIRFIELD INDEX OF EXISTING SUDGRADE? 
0 
STEP 17 
The computer will provide a selection of surfaces for tAe design. 
The user is asked to select one and type the numb.7:r of the sel- 
action into the terminal and hit the "return". If asphaltic con-
crete is desired, go to step 72. 
 
matting: 
SELECT SURFACING REQUIREMENTS. TABLE • 15-1 
IN TM5-330 PROVIDES GUIDMCE ON MATTING 
SELECTION. ENTER THE APPROPRIATE CODE FOR 
SURFACE DESIRED. • 
0 	NO MAT, MEMBRANE ONLY 
1 MX1BB MATTING 
MX19 MATTING • 
3 	AM2 	MATTING 




SELECT SURFACING REQUIRFAENTS, TABLE 15-1 
IN TM5-330 PROVIDES GU1DENCE ON MATTING 
SELECTION. ENTER THE APPROPRIATE, CODF FOR 
SURFACE DESIRED. 
0 	NO MAT, MEMBRANE ONLY 
1 MX18B MATTING 
2 	'MX19 MATTING 
3 AM2 	MATTING 
4 	ASPHALT CONCRETE 
?4 
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STEP 18  
The compute l: will now ask for the minimum airfield index required 
from tables D20-D23 (enclosures 1-4 in this user's manual) of TM5- 
.730. Use the table for the heaviest helo and enter the table with 
the maximum number of take-offs and landings projected. Accuracy 
need only go to one decimal point, if' desired. Type the i2Jdex nun-
ber into the terminal and hit the "return". 
FROM FIOUIRES D-20 TO 0-23 IN TM5-330, DETERMINE THE 
MINIMUM AIRFIELD INDEX REQUIRED FOR MATTING 




TLS computer will determine if stabilization is required. It will 
query the user to ascertain whether the soil can be compacted to 
the minimum airfield index. This information is available from 
table 13-1 (enclosure 5)in TM5-330. The user simply typas "yes" 
or "no", then, hit the "return". 
IT HA'S BEEN DETERMINED THAT STABILIZATION' 
IS REQUIRED SINCE THE AIRFIELD INDEX OF THE 
SUBURADE IS LESS THAN THE REQUIRED MINIMUM. 
AIRFIELD INDEX OF: * * * 
USING TABLE 13•1 IN TM5-3 -30, CAN THE 
SU•GRADE BE COMPACTED TO THE REQUIRED MINIMUM 
AIRFIELD INDEX? 	ENTER YES OR NO. 
? 'NO" 
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STEP 20  
If the answer to step 19 was "no", the computer will display three 
types of stabilizers with a code for each. Additionally, the user 
will be directed to table 13-6 (enclosure 6) in TM5-330 to select 
the depth of treatment.and to table 13-7 (enclosure 7) in TM5-330 
for information on each available stabilizer. From this table, the 
user should decide which stabilizer to select, along with the appli-
cation rate as a percent. For asphalts and emulsions, paragraph 
13•11 (enclosure 8) must be consulted to get the value for "R" for 
the bitumen. The user must know the estimated dry density of the 
1 to be treated. Now, the user must type in the data as follows: 
thickness in inches of treatment, stabilizer code, percent of sta-
bilizer to be applied, dry density of the soil in lbs./cu.ft., 
and. "R" (for asphalts only). Separate each number with a comma. 
"I" . can be left out for lime and cement stabilizers. After these 
v - luec 	n typed in, hit the "return". 
(30 TO TABLE 15-3 IN TM5•330 AND .SELECT THE 
RECOMMENDED DEPTH OF TREATMENT. THENI USINO. 
TA2LE 13-7 rN TM5-330y SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWI4G 
STABILIZERS AND SELECT QUANTITY REQUIREMENTS:. • 
STABILIZER 	 CCIX 
LIME. 	 1 
CEMENT 
ASPHALT 	 3 
FOR ASPHALT CUTBACKS AND EMULSIONS r LOCATE THE 
VALUE R IN PARA 13-11 OF TM5-330, NOW ENTER 
THE DATA AS 	 ...... 
THICKNESS IN INCHES FOR STABILIZATIONy 
STABILIZER CODE FROM ABOVE, QUANTITY OF 
STN)ILIZER AS PERCENTFESTIMATED DRY DENSITY 
OF SOIL IN LDS/CUFTyR 
? 6v2?O. Y110,0 
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STEP 21 
The computer will print the above data back. Then, the iser will 
be asked whether or not the data needs to be reentered. If the 
data must be reentered because of an error, type "yes" then, hit 
the "ret7,7,rn". The computer will then ask the user to reenter the 
data. At this time, the user should enter the data as specified in 
step 6. If the user responded with "no" to the error question, no 
further data entry is needed for stabilization. In both cases, go 
to step 27 for the next input action. 
YOU ENTERED THE FOLLOWING DATA: 
THICKNESS IS 6. 
STABILIZER TYPE IS 
PERCENT REQUIRED IS 8. 
DRY DENSITY IS 110. 
R IS 0. 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANW THES ENPUT? 
ENTER YES „A . M. IF YESy ALL ADOVE INPUT 
MUST DE REENTERED. 
?.No. 
STEP 22  
This step is for users who selected asphalt as a pavement surface. 
If asphalt was not the choice, go to step 27 for the next action. 
The computer will ask if a frost susceptible design is desired. 
Type "yes" or "no" into the terminal, then, hit the "return". 
IS FROO $VRCEPTIDLE DESIGN DES - RED? ENTER 
yEspRIKW. 
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ST:.:P 23  
'he user is asked to enter the CBR of the base material and, if 
applicable, the CBR of the subbase. The CBR of the base material 
must be at least 30. If frost susceptible design is desired, the 
base and subbase material must be non-frost susceptible. Type in 
the CBR of the base first, then, that of the subbase. Separate 
both values by a. comma. If the criteria for frost susceptible 
design cannot be met, enter zeroes in both areas. The program will 
then terminate. 
BASE AND SUBBASE MTh MUST BE NON•FROST SUSCEP•BLE 
ENTER THE VALUES OF CBR FOR ABOVE MIL'S ONLY 	THEY 
MEET THIS CRITERIA. ENTER THE BASE GEM FOLLOWED 
BY SUBBASE CBR (IF" APPLICABLE). IF THIS CRITERIA 




The computer will ask for the plastic index of the subgrade soil. 
Type in the value, then, hit the "return". 
WHAT IS THE ESTIMATED PLASTIC INDEX? 
OF THE SUBGRADE? 
lo 
S"EP 25, 
The computer will ask the user to consult table D-37 (enclosure 
9) in TM5-330 and select the thickness of the pavement. To use 
this table, the user enters the graph with the gear weight of the 
helicopter. ."There the weight intersects the CBR line, the vertical 
scale gives the pavement thickness. Round this number to whole 
inches and type it into the terminal. Actuate the carriage "return". 
If there is a subbase material, the above information will be re-
quested a7rain. In this case, use the CEP of the subbase and type 
it into the terminal, and hit the "return". If frost is not a con-
sideration, Ro to step 27. 
FROM TABLE D-37 FOR THE HEAVIEST HELO AND THE 
CBR OF THE COMPACTED SUBGRADE. SELECT THICKNESS 
IN WHOLE INCHES.OF THE PAVEMENT AND ENTER IT NOW. 
? 12 
FROM THE TABLE D-37, FOR-THE CBR OF THE SUB- 
BASE SELECT THICKNESS OF THE PAVEMENT IN WHOLE INCHES 
AND ENTER THAT NOW. 
STEP 26 
Since a frost free design was desired, the computer will direct the 
user to figure 13-15 (enclosure 10) in TM5- 7)30 to locate the mini- 
mum pavement thicness. The user will enter the graph with the 
load of the heaviest aircraft and intersect the line which describes 
the subgrade soil. Then, move horizontally to the left in the graph 
erd determine the pavement thickness to the nearest whole inch. 
SINCE YOU HAVE RE OUESTED FROST SUSCEPTIBLE 
DESIGN, ENTER PAVEMENT THICKNESS IN WHOLE INCHES 
FOR THE SOIL :CLASSIFICATION 01 THE SUBGRADE FROM 
TABLES 13 -'15 IN TH5-330. USE WEIGHT OF HEAVIEST 
HELO. 
? 18 
STEP 27  
The computer will ask if a dust palliative is desired. If the 
user wants a dust palliative, type "yes"; if not, type "no". In 
both cases, hit the "return" after typing the appropriate reply. 
f the answer is "no", go to step 15. 
— - - - - 
DO YOU WANT A DUST PALLIATIVE? 
ENTER YES OR NO. 
? "YES" 
STEP 23 
The com -nuter will direct the user to table 13-8 (enclosure 11, 
napes 1&2) in TM5-330. There, the user will select the type of 
palliative and rate of application. The user shall then type this 
information under the headings which are underlined. Only type 
directly under the underlined column. For "NAME", enter only, at 
the most, 9 characters. Under the appropriate units, enter the 
quantity of palliative to be applied. A decimal point will count 
as one space in this area. Enter only one system of units (i.e., 
only pounds or gallons, but not both). 
FROM TABLE 13-8 IN TM5-330, SELE-3T ."- HE APPROPRIATE 
STABILIZER AND APPLICATION RATE. EN -ER THC 
STABILIZER NAMES APPLICATION RATE UNDER PROPER UNITS 
*N*A*M*E** 	*GAL 	*I...8S 
? RC-70 	 .5 
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STEP 29  
The design will be outputted ao sentences. 
For matting: YOU SELECTED THE AM2 MATTING SYSTEM FOR AN AREA OF 
0.0 SQUARE FEET. 
THIS SURFACE REQUIRES 	1388 BUNDLES OF MATTING  
698MANHOURS TO INSTALL. 
Ybu ARE TO APPLY 	8.0 PERCENT CEMENT TO THE SOIL 
FOR A DEPTH OF TREATMENT OF 6.0 INCHES, 
THIS WILL REQUIRE 	0.00 POUNDS OF STABILIZER 
TO TREAT 	 0.0 CUBIC YARDS OF SOIL. • 
YOU SELECTED RC-70 	AS A DUST PALLIATIVE, 
AN AREA OF 	2469.14 SQUARE YARDS WILL BE TREATED AT 
THE RATE OF .50 GALLONS PER SQUARE YARD. 
THIS OPERATION WILL REQUIRE 	20370.37 GALLONS OF 
STABILIZER AND REQUIRES 	 0 MANHOURS TO APPLY. 
For asphalt: 
YOU SELECTED ASPHALT PAVEMENT FOR AREA OF 	400000.0 
SINCE DESIGN IS NON-FROST SUSCEP418LE, THE PAVEMENT IS 
ASPHALT THICKNESS 1.5 INCHES 
BASE THICKNESS 4.0 INCHES 
SUBBASE THICKNESS 8.5 INCHES 
FILTER THICKNESS IS 4.0 INCHES 
BASE AND SUBASE MUST BE COMPACTED TO 100Z, TOP SIX 
INCHES OF SUBGRADE MUST BE COMPACTED TO 95X. FILTER 
MATERIAL IS A COARSE GRAINED SAND. 
THIS DESIGN REQUIRES 	20370.4 CUBIC YDS OF BASEYSUBBASEY. 
AND FILTER MTL AND REQUIRES ********** MANHOURS TO COMPLEIE, 
YOU SELECTED RC-70 	AS A DUST PALLIATIVE, 
AN AREA OF 	22222.22 SQUARE YARDS WILL BE TREATED AT 
THE RATE OF .30 GALLONS OER SQUARE YARD. 
THIS OPERATION WILL REWIRE 	20370.37 GALLONS OF 
STABILIZER AND REQUIRES 	 4 MANHOURS TO APPLY. 
I16 
TEP 30 
After it's complete, the comouter will ask 	another site is to 
be designed. Enter "yes" or "no", then, hit the "returt". If 
the answer is "no", the program will terminate. If "yes", go 
back to step 1 and repeat the process. 
DO YOU WANT TO DESIGN ANOTHER SITE? 
ENTER YES OR NO. 
T NO 
.323 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME. 
/TED 
TAB A 
If no,.;put file is to he used with the main program, the 
file must be in the following formats 
LINE 01E: four integers are to be on the first line. The 
first two define the number of heliports to be 
compared by the program, the next defines the type 
of heliport concerned, and the last defines the 
construction force employed to do the work.. 
Txample: 0413 - 04 indicates that four heliports 
are to he compared. 
1 indicates that it will be a 
support area heliport. 
3 indicates that a combat engineer 
force will construct the heliport. 
LINE TWO: four real numbers are to be on this line, each of 
which defines a quantity of a particular type 
helicopter to be served 'by the heliport. 
	
Examples,u6..u0.91.,u0. 	w6. indicates that six type 
one helicopters are using 
the heliport. 
u0.. indicates that no type 
two helicopters are to be 
served. 
91. indicates one company 
of type three helicopters. 
w0. indicates no type four 
helicopters. 
,-, Note**- In every case, all fields of the data line must be 
full, or accounted for by a space. If three spaces 
are available, as in line two, the spaces must be 
accomodated by a blank, digit, or decimal. Whwn 
real numbers are to be entered, a decimal must be 
in the string of digits at some point. 
LINE THREE: six real numbers are to be entered on this line; 
they define the terrain characteristics for heli-
port one of slope, soil thickness, soil type, soil 
condition, CBR of subgrade, and area vegetation. 
Example: ,u2.,41.w3.4.11 	C 4 - 
u2. indicates a slope of between 2 and 
ten percent. 
ul. indicates a soil thickness of less 
than 2 feet. 
w3., indicates a soil type of clay. 
..x.15. indicates a CBR of 5. 
.J4. indicates a vegetation of woodland 
or forest with scattered fields. 
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All data entries are the same figures as defined earlier in 
the user's manual, with the exception that when entered in 
he interactive mode, the preciseness of format and the need 
for decimal points is foregone by use of a free format. To 
determine what digit values must be entered to properly de-
fine characteristics and information, see steps one through 
seven of the u-ler's manual. 
LINE FOUR: would be the terrain characteristics for heliport 
two of the compared group. The format would be 
the same as line three. 
LINE FIVE: and so on ... up to line twelve, if ten heliports 
are compared. 
Use of the data file will accelerate the computer operation 
as much of the interaction is avoided. This is a great 
benefit if multiples of heliports are compared. The file 
data serves the subroutines CEFF and LANZON. 
The following page provides direction as to the execution 
commands necessary for use of afile input while working on 
the CYBER 74 computer. 
To utili:ze the data program with the main program: 
1) t1 dataa. file must have a name of seven letters or 
les. 
2) the command to the computer to execute the main 
program must be preceded by the following: 
ATTACH,PFiJ/UN.I,IBRARY. 
XpLIBRARY,PFL. 
3) when the computer asks for the file name of your 
data program, type it in and the majority of the 
specification data input (CEFF and LANZON sub-
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NOTE: ONE CYCLE IS EQUAL TO ONE TAKE-OFF AND 
ONE LANDING. 
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NOTE: ONE CYCLE IS EQUAL TO ONE TAKE-OFF AND 
ONE LANDING. 
Figure D-23. Subgrade strength requirements, CH-5.4 helicopter. 
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Table IS-1. Characteristics of Soils Pertinent to Battle, Forward, Support, 
and Rear Area Airfields and Heliports 
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Imateaca , 	 type• of equipment are listed Potomac varlabla 0011 tharaeterl•tle• within a given 1011 poop mg require dlff 	 squipmon. I. no Meteor., • comblnattom of two type. say a rewound 
a. ”ao•arf•rad aftat. etael-04.01sd and rubber-CV." roller. are rertaroded for hard, ardvlor mmtarlal• wien limited floes or ser.entoge. Rubber-tired .4 011trrat 1. ...mama.' for ann•r S• 4..e to le 	 .1th 1041,...e.  Rubber-tared aqutimant 1. recom•odad 	 during f teal shaping operations for most boll. sod proaaraa4 astariais. 
1. pt. warn Coe. Tha folic/dog more of equismeco. are sic•aeory to sooare the high denaitlee reautred for .rfi•ld eanetruction: 
meter-type tractor -- total weight in races. of 30.00(1 It. 
Oubasr-tired osuipeent 	deo! Ian in erre" of 11000 ih. etre] load... MC aa 40,010 le oo, r floc..., to 'teeth Ow raquirad arn•itira for some material. (bred oo Contact prataunt of 4proal ■M•4 65 to 150 psi). 
L - e, 	 to, es to ...... of 150 pet and unit pressure. ae 9110 u 650 pet war 4 ae0•s1a17 to obtain the rahuired denalti0 for as retbrial.•• The .real ar the food Moab 
be at twat 5 percent of tam 	perlp.ra3 area of tee dr., ueire the dlmet•r ..aired to tot force of Ito real. 
Cola 13. unit dry sseteete eta for c•pacted boll 00 oda.r erd•tur• content for f2 55 i.dlflod 4A3113) clapartiaa .ff.art. 
o. 5. Colo= 10, 	ustcat e. toot the •Irf 1•1 ■7 1 oat l r the" 15. red• le the ramie. •asue 001.00 elm te meat .0•d by , tot earrt•la 	p•artraartar. 
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	  Nontraffic Areas 
Thickness of Boil Stabilisation 
Required (in.) for lubgrade 




Thickness of Soil Stabilization 
Required (in.) for Subgrade 
Airfield Index of 
113 6.0 a-10 10-12 Etil )11 0.0 0.10 10.12 p.:12 
Settle area: 
Medium lifts 
a. 	No mat 6 11 
Forward ems: 
Ourvoillencet 
a. 	No mat 8 8 7 
Medium lifts 
a. 	No mat 
lapport areas 
8 15 12 
Medium lifts 
a. No mat 10 22 18 12 6 10 
b. With LH 8 10 6 
Heavy lifts 
S. 	No met 15 42 29 19 14 10 9 10 9 7 
b. 	With (ii 







a. 	No mat 11 7 6 5 5 
b. 	With LM 10 8 6 5 
Rear area: 
Armr: 
a. 	No mat 10 12 10 8 
Medium lifts 
a. 	No mat 15 30 26 1k to S 32 10 
b. 	with LM 10 18 14 6 
o. 	With 112 
heavy lifts 
a. le mat 









12 10 9 
a. 	With MM 8 33 22 
Taotioals 
a. 	No mat 13 10 8 6 5 
b. 	with LM 12 12 9 5 5 
a. 	With MM 8 
Notes Practical limitations generally will preclude the consideration of chemical stabilisation methods to develop 
an improved quality layer in emu!, of 16 inches thick. 


































1. Hydrated Powder Clayey gravels 2-4 7 days 
Silty clays 5-10 
Clays 3-8 
2. Quicklime Powder Clayey gravels 2 -3 4 hours 
Silty clays 3-8 
Clays 3-6 
Bituminous material 
1. 	Asphaltic cutbacks 
a. RC-70 to RC-800 Liquid Sands 5-7tt 1-3 days 
Silty sands 6-10 
Clayey sands 6-10 
b. MC-70 to MC-800 Liquid Sands 5-7 3-5 days 
Silty sands 6-10 
Clayey sands 6-10 
2. 	Asphaltic emulsions Liquid Sands 5-7 1-3 days 
Silty sands 6-10 
Clayey sands 6-10 
t Based on dry density of existing soil. 
















Paragraph 13-1 1 
The quantity R in the formula for asphalts 
varies with the particular asphalt type and 
grade. The following values may hell 
estimate of R: 
Type and grade 	 R 	Type and 
P" '. 
MC-70 60 RC-250 
MC-250 	60 	RC-800 
MC-800 70 SS-1 or SS .ii 
RC-70 	 65 
128 
Enclosure 8 
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CBR 
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THICKNESS IN INCHES 
TIRE INFLATION 50 PSI 
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D-38 
THICKNESS IN INCHES 
Figure D-37. Flexible pavement evaluation curves, army atrfields arid heliports, single 




























































































0 0 0 0 o o 
0 o 0 o o 0 
0 0 0 o 0 0. 
,r) 	.3 	n. co a 0 
0 	0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Q. 	Q. Q. 6' 	0 At WI .0 	o 
GROUP DESCRIPTION 
F1 GRAVELLY SOILS CONTAINING 	BETWEEN 	3 AND 10 PERCENT FINER THAN 0.02mm 	BY WEIGHT 
F2 
(aIGRAVELLY SOILS CONTAINING BETWEEN 10 AND 20 	PERCENT 	FINER 
THAN 0.02mm BY WEIGHT 	(b) SANDS 	CONTAINING BETWEEN 	3 AND 15 
PERCENT FINER THAN 0.02mm BY 	WEIGHT 
F3 
laiGRAVELLY SOILS CONTAINING MORE 	THA 1 	20 	PERCENT FINER 
THAN 0.02mm BY WEIGHT (b3SANDS, EXCEPT VERY FINE SILTY SANDS, 
CONTAINING MORE THAN IS PERCENT FINER THAN 0.02mm BY WEIGHT 
lc/CLAYS WITH PLASTICITY INDEXES OF MORE THAN 12 
F4 
16) ALL SILTS (13) VERY FINE SILTY 	SANDS 	CONTAINING 	MORE 	THAN 
15 PERCENT FINER THAN 0.02mm 	BY 	WEIGHT Ic( CLAYS 	WITH PLASTICITY 
INDEXES OF LESS THAN 	12 Id) VARIED 	CLAYS AND OTHER FINE.GRAINED 
BANDED SEDIMENTS 
NOTE: FOR DESIGN OVER F4 SUBGRADE SOILS SEE PARAGRAPH 13-28 
LOAD IN POUNDS ON SINGLE WHEEL 100 100 TO 200 PSI INFLATION 
PRESSURE OR 100 SQ. IN. CONTACT AREA 
Q rHE THICKNESS WILL BE REDUCED 10 PERCENT FOR TYPE C TRAFFIC AREAS. 
Figure 1.r-15. Frost condition reduced subgrade strength design curves for flexible pavements. Load in pounds on 
single wheel 100 to 200 psi inflation pressure on 100 sq in contact area. 
AGO 20058A 	 ENCLOSURE 10 	 13-37 
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Syyliattlom PaLisable Soil 
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lastestile 	Limited trot. 
(5) 	or Lingle& 	tic Armes 
Mak- --J1111,--- 	-MM.- —Aga— 
p1 per 	lb per 
ftaL- Aut._ 
OmblamM Upbeat. 
s. 	Ne.TO to No-190 Liquid AimIx 11 0.16-0.25 	1.5-2.0 	12-24 by Orwell* swell N V 
Penntredion °melte salty N • X 0.95-0.50 1.1-4.0 12-141 hr 
=mg 
b. 	16-10 to 10-250 L1 014 daft Seri to silt M • I 0.25-0.55 1.0.4.5 >NM ft. 
s. 	111.50 to 10-250 Liquid  PsMateMiam gravel to illy 
sari 
11 V 4 0.25-0.50 2.1.4.0 xell lir 




a. MO to 1R-6 Lipid 
Inmetauglom 
Annie 
Orst.l to salty 
seal 











b. 1161 to MR-6 ihmetmetiaa Gravel to silty 
mem& 




1 Liquid Admix Snivel to silty I I x 0.111.0.,0 0.8-h.o Several br 
14 k ( ftleale) ems4 (alum') 
Pevistreltiem ()ravel to ellte, 
 asm& 
X I I 0.10.0.50 0.114.0 Several he 
I/seal Aspbalik 
a. 	Peomprimie 144•14 ftentesSito amyl to .imp 
et winds 
plaetialty 
N V II 0.15-0.5 2.1.160 h.$ br 
245.W...21.41AMMAMMI 
Portions Omsk Poidar Armin All II I I 1.5.4.o 12.0 hr 
um (>♦retim) pm*, 	kw: Clays at seder- 	 I 
Me to Minh 
plastioi ty 
acamillilulaniAram 
S 1.5-4.0 11-21, hr 
Ueda Livia 	Admix 
or podgy 
Seidl° clay of 	II 	I 
len plasticity 
S 4.04.0 12-94 hr 
PemettAtlem Semi to silty 	I 	I 
seri 
X 0,50.1.0 4.06.0 2-6 hr 
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Table 13-8. Summary of Soil Stabilizing Materials for Function of Duet Control and/or 
Soil Waterproofing—Continued 
Primary lunation, Arms of Applisa• 
tion. aal Durso of Moonlit.,  
Dot Yalllatti, 	Watorprootor (10) 
(3) Minis= 







(1) 	 Yols 0 rZtre Applicable 8011 (5) 	or tamtea tic Areas sal Per lb Pr Time 	 (11) 
Ilkidd 	MOM lmo-- Indio_ 'holds 	 Smir..._- —n.d Ad_ ilsoMmude OlotalM__ 
OnomilLIstim 
Boll,Chloride 	Grandes Aids 	trowel to silt 	I 	I 	 0.4-04 	o 	All volts aro 
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wan Off M. 
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APPENDIX E 
PROGRAM LISTING - HELICOPTER LANDING SITE 
PROGRAM 
133 
114.4. 4 4.-4 	4 4  	 4 	  
1234567e90122456789(A2345E7ES312345F7e901234567P9012345E789C1.23456789C12345 
PPOGRAN ', PORT (INFLT,01 TRUT,TAREI,TAPE5 2 INFUT,TAPL6= 
+ OUTFLTI 
DIMENSION IVOL 	' SLOP (10 1, SOTY (Jo) ,SOCO(10 ),CLRIN ( Elo,) ,DIFDR 
+ (4,4),GRADIF( 5, 2) ,ROVOL (3,14 I, CRAFAC (1O1 ,HF: S 
DIMENSION V: DE (10 ),THIC (10 ).C.?.^ (10),HDES2( 
DIMENSICN NUMCOM (4 ),SAT 4(41 
INTFC•:F TYPE, C 
DATA IVOL/1,2 941 ,, 
DATA CLRIN/C. C.0.1,D.592.C15.016.3,0.0,0.11,C.55.2.26,5.5C, 
+ 6.60,3.04.12,0.6,2.44 .1:1 97.2 90 .O, 0 .13,0. E5 '2.6, 6. g 97.8 / 
DATA DIFCR/C.3,C. 9 1.C,J.7,0,C.1,0.7,6.13, 
+ 13•7.1)•4, 0•0 .0 •0 90 04,0 •6,0•490 •0 / 
DATA GRACIE/0 .1,0 .1,6. 2,0.291.5,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.3,1.5/ 
DATA ROVOL/20 ,1C, 94C, 	, 	,60,53. 3 OISC),8 0, EL/ 
DATA 3OTA/0 .75, 1.25,1. 53 2.EC / 
WRITE (6,1u0) 
100 	FORMA T (//,"00 YOL HAVE A FILL INPUT?") 
Rr- AC (5,10=) AN S 
IC5 FORMAT (A3) 
AYr:S= H YES" 
NNO="NC" 
IF ( ANS.LO.AYE S) GC TO 216 
WRITE (6,110) 
110 	FORMAT(//,"AS `cOL: 00 NCT HAVE A FILE, YOU WILL BE") 
FRINT ',"PROVIDING DATA RECACDING YOUR HELIRC'T THROUGH' . 
PRINT 4 , I1 ANSIE RING OU!_ST :ONS. VARIOUS OUE ST IONS WILL BE 
PRINT +,"ASKtf)- ANSWER TI-EP IN Ti-" MANNER FRESCRIBR D AND" 
PRINT 4'."AS ACCURATELY  AS PCSSIELE." 
WRIT:: (5,111) 
111 	FCRmAT (//,"WHAT TYPE HELIPORT IS TO Bt Di SI CNLO, FORWARD") 
PRINT 4 ,"AREL, OR SUPPORT A=EA ?" 
PRINT*,"IF FORWARD, ENTER 7 ... IF SUPPORT, ENTER 1." 
RE. AC ',TYRE 
WRITE (5,115) 
115 	FORMAT (//,"YOU ARE NON R=ACY TC ENTER DATA FLRTAINING") 
PRINT 1',"TO FE LICOFT:P TYFiTS AND DUANTITI' S. TYP L ONE (I)" 
PRINT *,"I-ELIC ORM FS APE TI-E 01-6, OH-13, AND/CR OH-23." 
PRINT +,"ENTiR TI-E TOTAL NI MEEF. CF TYPF ONE Ht LICOFTERS ARE" 
PRINT ,"ZYFF CTED T O L5 'Nit:HELIPORT." 
PRINT 41 ,"••*NOTE••• IF TE-EFF 15 TO BE A COMPANY OF HFL ICCRTER.S." 
PRINT 4̀ ,"ENTER 91, - TWO COMPANIES, 92. - THREE COMPANIES, 93 -" 
PRINT ,"AND SC ON. IF ._SS TI-AN ONE COMPANY, FNFIR THE" 
PRINT +,"SPE.CIFIC NUMBER." 
READ 'F.HDES (1) 
WRITE (E,120 
120 	FORMAT (/,"TY PE TWO (2) HELICOPTERS INCLUDE TE-E UH-1,") 
PRINT •,"AH-1, AP-56, ANC/CR OH-58. 	INTER THE' NUMBER OF" 
PRINT '',"TYPE TWO PELICCFTERS. IN THE SAME MANNER AS ABOVE." 
P FAC " 'HOES (2 ) 
WRITE (5,125) 
125 	FORmAT (/,"TYFE THREE 13 ) HELICOPTERS INCLUDE THr_ UH-I9,") 
PRINT •,"CrI-34, 	 ANC/DR CH-47. 	ENT!: F T•E NUMBER OF" 
PRINT • 9 "TYPL THRE.;-: HELICOPTERS IN THE SAFE MANNER." 
READ • ,HD:S (3 ) 
WRITE (F,13C I 
:130 	FORMA T (/,**TYPE FCLR (4) F-CLICOFTERS INCLUDE THE CH-25,") 
PRINT •,"CH-3T, CH-53, ANC/OR 	 ENTER TM' NUMBER" 
PRINT • ,"CF TYPE FCCR F.LICOFTEFS IN THE SAME MANNER." 
REAL *.t.CE 	) 
133 	DO 140 1=1.4 
IF (FCES(1).LT .90)GC TO 135 
NUMCOM (1)=.10E5( I1-90 
134 
IF(I._C.2) H1)ES2(I)=NUMCCP(I)*25 
IF(I.EC.31 HDES2(I) 2 NUMCOP(I)•16 
IFI!.L0.4) HDES2(1) 2 NLMCCM(I)"'8 





145 	FORMAT(//,"4S A CHECK CN YCIJ HELICOPTER DATA INPUT, YOUR") 
PRINT ',"DATA WILL SE TABLLATEC AND PRINTED. CHECK AND CCNFIRM" 
PRINT •,"THES:_ VALLES." 
WRITE(E9153) 
15E 	FOE!'i,T(/,"PELICOFTrR TYPE",PX,"NO. OF INCIVILUAL hcLICOPTERS" 
+ ,8X,"NC. OF CCMFANIES") 





162 	FORMAT(//,"IS THE PRINTEC CATA E0LIIVALENT TC THE DATA", 





IF(ANDACC.ED.AYES2)GC TO 190 
WRITE(6,170) 
170 	FORMAT(/."POW MANY IRFOFE APE THERE?") 
P.7An •,LG00F 
00 185 I=1,LGOOF 
WPITE(6,175)I 




180 	FORMAT(/,"TYPE IN H. CORR 5 CTEC VALUE AS PER PREVIOUS") 
PRINT 4 ,"INFLT INSTRUCTIONS." 
RAC ",'CES(n) 
185 	CONTINUE 
GO IC 133 
190 	IF(ANS.:G.AYES) CC TC 225 
WRITE(E.191) 
191 	FCIPHAT(//,"),CW MANY PELIFOFTS ARF TO 9E COMPARED (1-10)?') 
REAC 4 ,LHLI 
WRITE(E.195) 
195 PCRMAT(//,"YOL ARE NOW R:ADY TO INPUT VARIOUS TERRAIN 
+ 0 ► AFACTFRISTICS FCR THE HEL1FCRT CF CONCERN.") 
PRINT 4 ."SLORT CHARACTERISTICS, SOIL THICKNESS ANC SOIL TYPL" 
PRIM. •,"NILL BE READ. IF THE SLOPE IS LESS THAN 2X, ENTER" 
PRINT •,"1 - IF IT RANGES FROM 2 TO 10%, ENTER 2 .• IF IT" 
PRINT •,"PANGES FRCM 1L TC 3O7.. ENTER 3 	IF R 5.NGE IS 30 T3" 
PRINT •."40, ENTER 4 - IF GREATER THAN 407, ENTER 9." 
WRITF(6.203) 
203 FORMAT (/, SOIL THICKNL ES, IF THE SOIL IS LESS THAN 2 FLLT") 
PRINT '."THICK, ENTER 1 - IF RANGE IS 2 TO 2C FEET, ENTER 2 -" 
RP/NT •,"IF THICKER THAN 20 FEET,ENTER 3." 
WRITE (E,204) 
204 FORMAT(/,"FOR SOIL TYPrE, IF SANCIENTEP 1 - SILT, ENTER 2 -"1 
PRINT •,"CLAY. ENT7R 3 - LATERITE. (SOFT), ENTER 4 - ROCK/" 
PRINT •."LATtFITE (HARE), ENTER 5." 
00 205 I=1,LMELI 
WRITE(6.156): 
156 FCRPAT(/WI FOR HELIPORT "912) 
PRINT 41 9 "SLOPEt" 
135 
RE AC .,sica(r) 
ppiri",fison. THICKNESS 
REAr •,Tt, IC (I) 
PRINT • 9 "SCIL TY FL I " 
REAL 	 ,SCT Y (I 
205 CCNTINL 
wPIT= 	.20E/ 
206 FORMAT (//,"NOW INFLT TrE SCIL CONDITION, CeR, AND VI:MATICN") 
PRINT •,"IR 	SCIL IS CRY, '.NT:R 1 — IF WET, E NTir 2." 
DRINT • , " ENT E R THE CPR DIFECTLV." 
PRINT •,"FoR vEaTATICN, 	IF 111:: LAND IS BARRE Ns 	NITER 1" 
PRINT •,"SRASS CP LAFCZ. CLLTIVATt:( 1 FIELCS, ENTER 2" 
PRINT q,"SAvA NNA CF SMALL OLLTIVATE 0 FIEL CS. ENTER 3" 
PRINT 4 s"WCOLL.ANC CF FOREST WITH SCATTERED F Ie. LOS, ENTER 4 .' 
PRINT • 1 " SCRUB1 ENTFR E" 
PRINT •...HEAVY FOREST, ENTFR 6" 
PRINT ',"DENSE JLNGL" 	T 	7" 
DO 215 I=1.LHELI 
WRITE (6.210)T 
21C FCR)*AT (//,"FOR 	LIEOF T1 ", I2 ) 
PRINT •,"SOIL CO EPITICN 1" 
RE AC 4 ,5000 (I ) 
PRINT 4 ."C9Rt" 
RE AC • , cakcir 
PRINT 4 ."VEGZT AT If.,NS" 
REAC •.VEGE (I 1 
215 CON' INV 
WRITE (6,239) 
209 	FORMAT (//,"INPUT REGARCING THE CONSTRUCTION FORCE IS NOW") 
PRINT "."RFOUTRE(. 	IF Ti-i CONSTRUCTION FORCE IS TO FE OF" 
PRINT •,"ENG INE!F CONSTPCCTICN, FNTER 1. 	IF IT IS TO 31 " 
PRINT *,"AN AIRBORNr CIvISION rNGINE.F.4 SCPPO: MF NTEC 
PRINT 	,"ENGINEE F LIG 1.1. E OLT REI.ENT COMPANY. ENTER 2. IF IT" 
PRINT 4 , 4*IS TO 8F A CO-EAT ENGINEER. ENTER 3. IF IT IS" 
PRINT • ,"TO E: AN ;,IR hiCE7L7 CI1ISION ENGINE( R, E NTe7R 4. - 
READ • tO 
CCNFAC=9ATA (C ) 
GO TC 40C 
21€ 	WRITE (8,21'7,1 
218 FORMAT(/,"WHAT IS YOUR FILE NAM"?") 
REAC(5. 7 5—; IFIL 
750 FERMAT (A10 ) 
CALL GETRP (is IFIL ) 
REAC (1.21 7 1 	TYRE C 
217 ECPrAT (I2,I1,I11 
CONFActia (CI 
REAC 	HD- - S (110-C" E(21,1-C" S (3/ HOE S (4) 
220 FCRMAT 14F3.0) 
GO TC 133 
225 00 230 I:id-Hi - LI 
RE AC(1 .227) SL CP II),THIC(I),SOTY (I) SOCO(I)9 CE F (I) .VEGE (I) 
227 FCPN'AT14F3.0,F4.0,F?.0 ) 
23C CONTINI.' 
400 	CALL CEFF (HUE S. SOCC.SCTY.11LCF ,SLOP.THIC,CPRII - L1ES2, 




PRINT•,"DC YCU WANT TO CESIGN THE PA VEHr NT ? ENTE R YES OR NO" 
READ (5,500) NRA V 
500 	FORMAT(014) 




PRTNT 4 ,"IF THIS IS A DESIGN FOR A SITE JUST E.VALUATED, ENTER THE 
FRINT 4 ,"SIT E. NUM7E E BELOW. IF THIS IS A NEW SITE rNTfR ZERO (0) ." 
READ* 
IF(I.GT.0)G0 TO 513 
PRINT'," 	" 
PRINT'," " 
PRINT',"WHAT IS THE CER CF TF-7 SUBGRADE? EN TE.RIT AS A WHOLE NUMBER." 




PRINT 4',"WI-AT / S THE ARE A TC BF. SLRFA CEO? ENTER THE AREA AS A" 




PR.I.NT 4 ,"wHAT IS THE ArE A TC BE DLST PROOFED? INTER THE AREA AS A" 
PR /NT* ,"WHOLE NUYEFR I.. SCLArr FEET." 
PRINT'," 	IS 
PRINT'," 
GO TC 33r 
513 CBR=CBR (I) 
AREA=ARE A (I) 





PRINT" ,"WHAT IS Al REIF L C INDEX OF EXISTING SL6GRADE?" 
READ* ,ESUB 
PRINT'," 
PRINT - 1" 
PRINT.,"SELE CT SLREACIF' C FECAIREMENTS. TABLE 15-1" 
PRINT","IN T PI5-330 P 0 1,IGES GUIDENDE ON MATTING" 
PRINT" , H SE_LE CT ION. 	 T.E AFFROPRIATE CODE rOF" 
PRINT","GORFAD.F CE EIRE C ." 
PRINT"," 	 0 	NC MAT. ME"FRANE ONLY" 
PRINT'," 1 MX1BE MATTING" 
PRINT'," 	 2 	HX19 MATTING" 
PRINT'," 3 A ME 	MATTING" 
PRINT•," 	 4 	ASFHA LT CCNCRETE" 
RFA0+, NSLRF 
IF (NSERF.E0.4) GC TC 
CALL MAT (NSURF ,E EUE,Z‘S13.1■ STAS,HATX 	,APF A) 
IF (NSTAB.NE.NYF S }GC TO 315 
PRINT'," 	 .5 
PRINT'," 
PRINT","IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAT STABILIZATION" 
FRL,T 4 ,"IS REDUIRE C SINCETHE AIRFIELD INDFY OF THE" 
PRINT• I "SlaGRA DE IS LE SS TEAN THE REQUIRED MINIMUM" 
PRINT•,"A /RFIE Lc) INDEX CFI 	" 
WRITE (6,3 CC I EL SU° 
300 FOPMAT (25X1F3.1//) 
PRINT (F. 	)"UGM.: TABLE. 13-1 IN TM5-33I, CAN Ti-r." 
PRINT","SLeGRADE BE CO FACTE.0 TO THE REQUIRE C MINIMUM" 
PRINT 4 ,"AIRFIE Li) INDEX? 	EN -ER YES OR NO." 
P.R.A0*,ICOH= 
IF (ICOMF.E0.NYES 1GC TO 315 
PRINT'," 
PRINT.," 
PRINT',"GC T( TA 3LE 15-3 IN TH5-330 ANC SE LE CT THE " 
FRINT","RECOMMENEE.0 CEFTH CF TREATMENT. THEN, USING" 
PRINT•9"TA3LE 13-7 IN TH5-330, SELECT ONE CF THE FOLLOWING" 
PRINT","STABILIZERS AND SELECT OUAN T ITN' RECUIRE HENTSI" 
137 
PRINT'," 	STABILIZZR 	 CODVI 
PRINT•," 1" 
PRINT"." 	CF"ENT 	 2" 
PRINT',• ASF&ALT 
PRINT 4 ,"FCR ASFHALT CLTEACKS AND FHULSIONS, LOCATE THE" 
PRINT'."VA,U% F Ire FAFA 12.•11 CF TM5...330. 	NOW ,.LATER" 
FPINT 4 ,"71-6 DATA AS FOLLOWct 	 
PRINT•,"THICKNFSS IN INEHrS FOR STABILIZATION," 
PRINT',"STA3ILI7ER CODI FPCH AEOVE, DUANTITY OF" 
PRINT',"STABILIZEP AS PERCiNT,ESTIMATED DRY DfNSITY" 
PRINT',"CF SCIL 	LSS/CUFT,R" 
PEAD',ThICKILTIP;.:,F r P,DEN,R 
PRINT","YCLI ENIERLC THr. FCLLCWING DATA'" 
PRINT',"TNICKNESS IS ",THICK 
PRINT*,"STA3ILIUR TYPE IS " I LTYPE 
FRINT+,"E;Ci.NT FzOLIFFC IS ",P:P. 
PRINT","ORY OrNSITY IS ",OEN 
PRINT•,"R IS ",c 
PRINT 4 ,"1C YOU wAAT TO CHANGE THIS INR4,1?" 
PRINT","ENTER Y'S CR NC. IF YES, ALL ABOVE INPUT" 
PRINT","HLST PE REENTERED." 
READ', INPUT 
IF(INFLT.CO.NNC 1 GC TO 2 -1E 
FRINT","ENTERt THICKNESE,STAEILI2FP,PERCENT,CRY DENSITY,R" 
READ',THICK,LTYRE,FFR,CEN , F 
CALCULATZ TeL STATLIZATION FFCLIREMENTS 
31E CALL STAl(THICK,LTYPE,FER,CEN,R,AREA,KT,QUAN) 
GO TC 315 
CALCLLATE PAVEMENT THICKNESS ANC CONSTRICTION QUANTITIES 
FOR FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS 
314 PP/NT","IS FROST SISCEPITPLL OcSIGN DESIRLC? tATER" 
PRINT',"YES CR NO." 
READ'INFROST 
IF(NFROST.:O.NY:S)K=1 
IF(K.EC.1)G0 TO 31E 
PRINT'," 
PRINT'," 
PRINT',"WHAT IS THE GBP CF BASE NT!. AND (IF AFPLICABLE1" 
PRINT","Th: SUBBASE MTL? f . NTrF BOTH VALUES, TF: FIRST" 
PRINT•,"LST BE FOR THE 71 ASE." 
READ'ICERE,CBRSB 
PRINT","THE CS; CF THE BASE IS ",CBRB 
PRINT","TH: CPR CF THE SUBEASE IS ",CFRS9 
PR/NT","0C YOU WANT TO CHANGE THIS DATA?" 
PRINT 0 ,"IF SO, ENTER YES OR NO." 
REA0 1 ,INFLT 
IF(INFLT.ED.NNCIGC TC 311 
PRINT•,":NTER CBR CF BASE MTL FOLLOWED BY OF OF SUBBASE" 
READ",CBRB,CERS4 
GO TC 319 
318 PRINT',"BASE AND SUEBASE PTL MLST BE NON—FROST SUSCEPTIBLE" 
PRINT',"ChTER THE VALLES CF CBR FOR ABOVE MTL'S ONLY IF THEY" 
PRINT+,"MEET THIS CRITFRIA. ENTER' THE' SASE CE;i FCLLOWED " 
FRINT',"SY SLaBASE ca3P(IF APFLICABLE), IF TMIS CRITi_RIA" 




319 	IP(C2P3.GT.01GC TO 320 
IF(C2F3.7C.0)G0 TO 325 
320 	/FIC2F3.GT.79.SIGO TC 32.1 
PRINT*,"TPIS PFOGRAM MUST TEFMINATE SINCF THE" 
PRINT*,"CEP CF BASE !'TL "l ST BF AT LEAST 5C." 




321 	FPIT•."whAT Is To-F ESTI'ALEC PLASTIC INOF.Y?" 
PR/NT*,"OF THi SUBGRADE?" 
REAO". 0 I 
CALL ASFHA(K,CP,CPP3,CEPSE,cI,ATHICK,ETHICK,AC,DLSTCKOTIPE,QTY 
+,AREA) 
PRTNT 4 ," 
PRINT'," 
315 PRINT*,"DC YOU WANT A DLST PALLIATIVE?" 
PP/NTA,"77N7F Y75 CF NO." 
REA0 4 ,IFAL 
IF(IFAL.EC.NNO)GO TO 331 
PRINT* ' " 
PRINT•," 	
•• 
PR/NT4,"FRCM TABLE 13-6 IN TP5- 1 30, SELECT THE APPcOPRIATE" 
PPIT'."ST.591LI7LR AND APFLIC.:TICr, RATE. rNItR THE" 
FRINT"."STAFILI7ER NAPE, AFPLICATION Rk 	UNOt; PPCPER UNITS" 









325 PPINT 4 ,"0C Y. WZNT TO CESIGN ANCTPER SITE" 
PRINT'."NTrP YES CF NC." 
RFAC01 ,ICES 	 • 
IF(ICE.S.ZC.NYLSIGO TC 330 
STOP 
ENC 
SUFRCUTINE MAT (NSUFF,ESLE,ELSU9,NSTAB,HATX,ITIME,AREA) 
PRINT'," 
PRINT', " 
FRINT4 ,"FFcm FIGUIFES 0-2C TC 0-23 IN TM5-33C, OLTEPMINE THE" 
PRINT*,"mINDIUM AIFFIELC IND!X RFOUIRFO FOF PATTING" 
PRINTI."SELECTEO. USr TAE HFAVIEST HFLO TC OPERATE " 
PRINT•."FROm AREA - 
READ 4 ,ELSLB 
IF(ELSUe.GT.ESLEs)NSTA!="YES" 
IF(NSLRF.E0.0)G0 TO 15 
IF(NSLRP.E9.1)G0 TC14 
/FINSLPF.EQ.21G0 TO 13 




GO TC 16 
CALCULATE THe QUANTITY CF Mxic MATTING FFOUIFZ0 AND MANHOUS TO INSALL 
13 PATX=AQEA/534.4 
'TIME:ARE- A/35: 
GO TC 16 
CALCtLATE QUANTITY CF ixie PATTING REQUIR.a) AND PANHOUikS TO INSTALL 
14 mATx=AcrA/432 
ITIW:=AREA/574 
GO TC 16 







CALCULATE MT OF STAPILIZEF ANC CUANTITY OF SOIL TC SE TRLATCD 
IF4LTYPE.E0.31G0 TC 13 
wT=APEAl(THICK/12.) 6 0'7No(FER/100.1 
OUAN=IARFA/27.1 4 (THICK/120 
GO TC 14 
13 WT=AREAN(ThICK112.) 4 0EN•(FER,1CC.)+0 (10C/R1 




CALCULATE QUANTITY OF PALLIATIVE REQUIRED AND MANFOUPS TO APPLY 
DAPEA=CAR6A/9. 














PRINT+,°FPCM TABLE 0-37 FCF THE hEAVIEST HELC AND THE" 
PRINT+ 9 ° C6,7 OF ThE COMPACTE0 SLBGRADE. SELECT THICKNESS" 
PRTNT*."TN to-n:5 INCHES CF ThI RAVE4rNT ANC ENTER IT Now." 
FEA0 4 ,ATrIcK 
IF(C5RSE.FQ.0.0)G0 TC 13 
wR/Tr(=, 9 ) 
2 FORMAT(///) 
PRINT 4 9"FPCM ThE TABLE C-77 9 FOR THE CBR OF THE SUB-" 
PRINTv. ° 3A5F SLLIIOT THICKt, LSS CF THE PAVEMENT IN WHOLE INCHES" 
PRINT*."ANO ENT7F THAT NO." 








GO TC 14 








14 	IF(K.KE.11 GO TO 1E 
WRITE(E93) 
3 FORMAT(///) 
PRINT*."SINC-L YOL hAVF RECLESTED FROST SUSCEPTIBLE" 
PRINT","OESIP;. ENTER PAILI.HENT THICKNESS IN whCLF INCHES" 
PRINT* 9 "FCR THE SOIL CLASSIFICATION OF THF SL6GRADE FROM" 
PRINT+."TABLES 13-15 IN TP5 ■ 330. USE WEIGHT OF HEAVIEST" 
PRINT 4 ,"HCLO." 
REA0*.OESTCK 










PRINT•9"CAC IS 	",RAC 
QATCK=(AREA*AThI(K/12.)/27. 
PRINTa,"CATCK IS 	" 9 CATCK 
OBTCK=(AREAfl3ThI(K/12.1/27. 
PRINT*9"CBTCK IS "902TCK 
OFILL=CAREA 3 FILL/120/27. 
PRINT*9"CFILL IS 	", CFILL 
CALCLLAI7 THE TIME REQUIRE( IN MANHOURS FOP SUBBASE ANO BASE 
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C7i'=CGICK+C3TCk+OFILL 
PRINT*1"CTY IS 	", OTY 
OTIME:(CTY/1E00.) 1 370. 
PFINT*."(TIN: IS ", CTIME 
OTA=AREA 4 130. 









IFINSIRF.E0.0)G0 TC 13 
Ir(NSI.;E.E.Q.1)C0 IC :4 
IF(NSLRF.r0.2)G0 TC 14 
IF(NSLRF.E0.31GO TC 1E: 
IF(AC.LT.2)GC TO 17 
IF(AC.EC.3)GO TO if 
IU(AC.EC.4)G0 TO 14 
HPI7E(6.1)ARA 
1 FOPHAT(//,"YOU SELECTED ASPHALT PAVEMENT FCR AREA OFt ",F10”1. 
+/,"SINCE CI.SIGN IS NCN...FRCST SISCFPTIBLE, THE PAVEMENT ISI"/: 
WRITE(6.2)ATHICK 
2 FORMAT("ASPNALT TH1CKN,SS 1.r INCHES"./.1".9ASI THICKNESS",2Xt 
..F3.1.2X."INCH:S"./."FILE_R THICKNESS IS 4.0 INCHES",//) 
PRINT+."BASE MTL MUST BE CCMFACTED TO tOOT. 7H1-. TCP SIX INCHES" 
FPINT.',"1E SIF,CRAOci HL ST RE COMFACTc'D TO 9FX. TH! FILTER MTL" 
PRINT•."MIST EL A CCARSE GRAINED SAND." 
WRITE(6.1) OTY.OTIME 
3 FORMAT(//."THIS CLSIGN R:CIIFES ",F10.1," rueic YCS OF BASF 	9"./.. 
+"FILTER MATERIAL AND WILL FECUIRE ",I18," MANhOURS TO COMPLETE"//) 
GO TO 35 
19 	WRIT::(6,1)AREA 
WRITE(6,4)ATHICK.ETHICK 
4 FORMAT("ASPHALT THICKNESS 1.5 INCHFS".6"PASE THICKNESS ",F3.1." I 
+NCH 7 S",/,"3UE3ASE THICKNESS ".F3.1." INCHES"./ 
+,"FILTEF THICKNESS IS 4.0 INCHES".//) 
PPINT*,"BASE AND SUBASE KIST FE COMPACTED TO 1007.. TOP SIX" 
PPINT*."INCHrF OF 51.9GRACE MIST E7 COMPACTED TO 9E%. FILTER'' 
PRINT*,"mATEPIAL IS A COAT.'S GFAINED SAND." 
HRITE(6,51OTY.OTIME 
5 FOFMAT(/."THIS DESIGN REllIRES "9E10.1," CUBIC YDS OF BASE,SUBBASE, 
+.",/,"AND FILTEP MIL ANC RLOLIR 7 S ".I1L." MANFCUCS TC COMPLETE." 
+//) 
GO TC 3E 
18 HFITE(6,6) APEA 
6 FOPAAT(//."YOU SELFCTEC ASPHALT FATEMENT FCR AN AREA OF ",F1Ey. 
+,"."SCIAR.1- FT. 	THc OF SIGN ISt") 
ARITE(6,7)ATHIDK 
7 FORMAT(/."ASPHALT THICKNESS 1.5 INCHES"./,"BASE THICKNESS ",F3.1, 
+"INCHES",/."SUBASE THICKNESS ".F3.1," INCHES • //) 
P"INT 4 ,"HASE AND SLEASE MIST BE COMPACTED TO 1L0%. TOP SIP" 
PPINT+."INCHES OF SUPGRACt: MIST eE COMPACTED TO 95%." 
5WITE(6,9)0TY,OTIMP 
8 FORMAT(/,"THIS %SIGN EC1 LIRES",F10.1," CUBIC YARDS OF BASE AND", 
+/."SUBBASE MIL AND WILL FECUIRE "'Ile." MANHCLIRS TO COMPLETE."//) 
GO TO 35 
i7 NRIT:(6,F)AREA 
WRITE(6,91ATHICK 
9 FORMAT(//,"ASPHALT THICKNESS IS 1.5 INCHES",/."BASE THICKNESS", 
INCHES".//) 
PRIND."BASE MIL MUST BE CCMFACTED TO 100X. TOP SIX INCMLS OF" 
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PRINT 4 ."SL3GRADE MUST BE CCMFACTED TO 9R%." 
WRITE(6,211OTY.OTIKE 
21 FORMAT(/,'"THIS UF./GN FECL:FES 	 YAFCS OF BAS: 1;7L". 
+/""ANC WILL REQUIRE. "'Ile." MANOCURS TO COMPLiITC.".//) 
GO TC 35 
16 	WRITE(6.22)ARFA 
22 FORMATI// ' "YOU SELECTED TI 	hM2 MATTINS SYSTE: , FOR AN 07A OF" 
+F10.1," SQUARE FEET.", /) 
WRITE (6123) MAT X, IT VIE 
23 FORmili("THIS SURFACE RECUIFES ",I10," euNous CF MATTING ANO",/, 
+I10."MANHCURS TO INSTALL."//) 
GO TO 2C 
15 WRITE(6.24)AALA 
24 FORMAT(//,"YOU SELECTEE THE MX19 MATTING SYSTEM FOR AN AREA OF". 
+F1C.1." SQUARE FT."/) 
WPTTE(6.23)MATX.ITIME 
GO TC 20 
14 	WRITE(6,25)ARt.A 
25 FORMAT(// 1 "YOl SELECTED THE r)(199 MATTING SYSTEM FOR A. AREA OF", 
+/,F10.1'" SQUARE FT."//) 
WRI TE 16 '2.71 MAT xi IT IME 
GO TC 20 
13 hWITEI6.261APRA 
26 FORMAT(//,"YOU SELECT!C THE MEMBRANE SYSTEM F)R AN AREA OF",,, 
+F10.1," SQUARE FT. THE TIME TO INSTALL IS UN<NOWN."//) 
GO TC 20 
20 IF(NETAE.NE.NYiS)GC TO 35 
IF(LTYPE.E0.2)OO TC 31 
IF(LTYFF.ED.3)G0 TC 32 
WRITE16,33)PER ,THICK 
33 FORMAT(//1"YCU ARE TO AFPLY ""F4.1." PERCENT .14E TO SOIL",/, 
+"FCR A CFFTH OF TREATMENT CF " 9 E3.1," INCHES.",//) 
WRITE(E.341WT.QUAN 
34 FORMAT (//,"THIS WILL REQUIRE ",F10.2," POUNDS OF STABILIZER",/, 
+"TC TREAT N ,F10.1," CUFIC YARDS OF SOIL.".//) 
GO TC 35 
31 WRITE(6.36)PER.THICK 
36 FOFMAT(//."YO(' ARE TO APPLY "9E4.1." PERCENT CEMENT TO THE SOIL" 
4. ./,"FCR A OEFTH CF TREATMENT OF ",F3.1," INCHES."//) 
WRITE(6.34)WI.QUAN 
GO TC 35 
32 WRITE(6.371PER.THICX 
37 FORMAT(//"YOL ARE TO APPLY N 'F4.1"" PERCENT ASPHALT TO THE SOIL", 
+/,"FCR A DEPTH OF TREATMENT CF ".F3.1," INCHES."//) 
WRITE 16,34)MT.QUAN 
35 IF(IFAL.NE.NYEE)G0 TO 50 
WRITE(6,43)NAME 
43 FORMAT(//,"YOU SELECTED "010." AS A O..ST FAL—IATIVE.") 
Ir(a ._BS.7C.G)G0 TO 40 
WRIT:(6,3E)DAREA ' ALPS 
38 FORMATE NAN AREA CF ""F10.2"" SQUARE YARDS WILL BE TREATED",/r 
+NAT THE RATE OF ",F3.2," Fcons PER SQUARE YARD.""/1 
(6 OS) Or( DUS. ITIMEC 
39 F0FmATI"THIS (FFPATICN WILL REQUIRE ".F10.2." FOUNDS OF",/, 
+"sTABILIZER AND PiOLIRE "010," MANHOURS TC /1::•PLY."./) 
Go TC CO 
40 WRITE(6,41)DAkEA,GAL 
41 FORMAT("AN AREA OF ",F10.2." SQUARE YARDS WILL OE TREATED AT"./. 
+"THE RATE OF ".F3.1"" GALLCNS FER SQUARE YARD. N ./) 
wRITE(E,4210TY,ITIME( . 
42 FOFMAT( NTFIS OPEFATICN KILL REQUIRE ""F10.2," GALLONS OF",/, 
4-"STABILIZER AND RECLIRES "9110." MANHOURS TO APPLY.",//) 
50 	V, 'ETURN 
ENC 
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SUPFCLTINZ CEFFIll 1 OES,SOCC.SOTY,VEGE,SLOPTTI-IC,C8R,I1DLTS2. 
• DIFCP,CACIF, IVCL,RCVCL.,CLRIN,CCNFAC,TYPr 
DIME.t, SICN I-0ES (4),SOCC(10) ,SCTY(10),VEGE (1.01,SLOP(10 ) 9 TH 	(10) 
n ThENSICN C9 R (10 ),POE S2(4) 9 CFFFRT (1094), DIFDR (4,4) ,GRADIF (5,2) 
(DIM - ■ SICM1 I %CIL (4) ,PCVCL (3,4), 	( 614) ,GFAFAC(101 
00 420 I=1 9 1.14 FL I 
E=T-1C II) 




SOP 4 C=(1C0-COVOL ("-E,T)) /ICC 
VOLSC=IVOL (TI•SCPF0 
VOLFC::IVCL (T) 49 CUCL (f 
GRAFAC II)=VOLSOPGFACIFILI,X)4VCLROP/.5 
IF (HCES(1).GT .0 )GC TO 421 
Cr FF 9 T (1,1) =r 
L.17 IF (HOES (2) .GT .0)GC TO 401 
CEFFRT (1,2)=0 
GO TC 41E 
Mt 	IF (1-10:-.:S (2) .GT .90)CC TO 445 
GO TC 427 
8 I :(HOES(3) .GT .0 )G0 TO 4C2 
=FFT (I,3) =C. 
GC TC 419 
402 IF ()ICES (31 .GT .90)GC TO 44C 
GO TO 4'2 
419 IF ()ICES (4) .GT .0 1GC TO 433 
CEFFFT (1,4) =0 
GC TC 420 
403 IF (i-CES (4) .GT .9 0)GC TO 453 
GO TO 437 
420 CONT IN17_ 
GO TC 460 
421 	IF (TYPE.E0. C)GO TC 423 
IF (Ccr; (I).GE. 4) GO TO 422 
CEFFcT (I,1)=( (0 .72PGRAFAC (I)+.032 30 DIFDR(l,T)+.038 4 CLRIN (S 9T)) 
+ •0ONFAC)• ■-flES2(1) 
GO TC 417 
<.Z2 	'FRT (I 	=( (0 .13 4 GRAFAC (I)+4013+DIFOR (L 9T1+.316 41 CLRIN(S IT) 
+ •CCI■ c0C)•HCF S2 (1) 
GO TC 417 
423 IF (Ce; (I).GE.41G0 TC 424 
CEFFRT (191.)=( (0 .25•CRAFAC (I )+.029 4 DIFCR (11,T 14.03 4 C.LRIN(S,T) ) 
• CONFAC)PHOES2(1) 
GO TC 417 
424 CEFFRT 41,11 =I (0 .11 4 GRAFAC (/)+.011•DIFOR 	)+.013• 
+ CLRIls (S,T) ) PC CNIFAClaHCESc. (1) 
GO TC 41.7 
427 IF (Tv9E.EO. C) GO TC 429 
IF (CEF (I).GE.4) GC TC 42? 
CEFFFT (192) 2 ( IC .42*CcAF4C (I )+.042*DIFOR(l .T )1..05 4 CL;IN(S,T)) 
+ •CONFAC)•HOE.S2(2) 
GC TC 418 
428 	CEFFFT 	(3.22•G 9 hF5C (I )+.023PDIFOR (1.; IT11-.028* 
• cLPIN(S,T)1 4TCNFA (PohDES2 (2) 
GO TC 41E 
429 IF (CB; (I).GE. 41G0 TC 43C 
CEFFFT (I,2)=( (0 .4+GRAFAC (7) 4.04•DIFOR (UpT1+ .048• 
+ (E,T ) 1PC MFG, C 1 4.1-06S2 (21 
GO TC 418 
430 CF.FFFT (T,2)=( (.18*GRAFAC (I) 4. cimi FOR(U, T) 4.048P 
▪ RIN (S,T)1•C ONFAClotiM. c2 (2) 
GO TC 418 
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432 	IF (IT ,:c..r.c)r,o IC 434 
IF (CEP II).GE. 4) GO TC 
CFFF71I+7) 2 ((.65•GRAFt.C(I)+.085*DIFOR(U,T)v.G78 4 
+ rLRIN(S,TII•CCNF:.,C) 4 FD:5213) 
GO TC 41c. 
433 	C.! FFFT (I+3 /T.( (.29*GRAFOC II) 	C29•TOI FOP (.s.T) 4.C35 4 
+ PIN (.!,T ) 4 C:CNFAC)*0-"'rS2 (31 
TC 419 
434 IF (Ce; (I) .GE. 4IGO TC 435 
FFF,T I/ 9 3) 'z'( (1.3*GPAF AC (I) 4.13•01FDP (1./9T )+.16* 
+ CL RIN (5,T) ) 11'C CNFAC)*POES2 (3) 
Or IC 413. 
435 CE FFFT II,3)=( (.58*GFAF AC (I) 4.058.DIFOR(U,T)+.0v 
+ CLRIN (5.,T))*CCNFA () 41 FIDE.92 (3) 
GC. TC &lc 
437 IF (TYFE.E0.0 GO TC 439 
IF (Ce.R (II .GE. 4) GO TO 43° 
CE FFIzT (I,4)=( (1.5 4 GRAFAC (I) 4.15*OIFCIR(U,T )+ .18 4 
+ CLRIN(S,T))*CCNFAC)*HOES2 (4) 
GC TC 420 
478 CEFFFT (1 9 4)=( (.66*GRAFOC (I)4.086 1 0IFOR(L+T) +.079 4 
+ CLRIN(5,T))*CONFAC)*PCES2 (4) 
GC IC 420 
479 IF (CEol fI) .GE.41G0 TO 440 
CiTFFFT (T94) 2 ( (1.1*GRAFAC (I14.11.0IFOR (1.),T )4- .13* 
+ CLIRINIS,T1) 4 CCNFAC) 411-CES2 (4) 
GO TC 420 
440 	CEFFR — fI.4)=( 1.43'1 GRAF AC (I) *. 043*DIFOP(U.T) 4.05* 
+ CLRIN(S,T) ) 4C CNFA CV•MOE.S2 (4) 
GO TO 420 
445 IF (TYPr.EQ. C) GO TO 446 
IF (CEP 	).GE.4)G0 TC 447 
CEFFFT (I92)=1 4.71 GRAFAC(I)+.47 4`DIFOR(UpT) 4. 56• 
+ CLIRIN(S,T11*C CNFAC 
GO IC 41P 
447 CEFFRT(I + 2):(1.7 4 GRAFAC(I)+.17 4 DIFOR(LO)+.1.9 4 
+ CLDIN(S..T))*CCNIrot C 
GO TC 41.8 
446 IF (CF2F (I).GE.4)G0 TO 448 
CLFFFT (1,2 ):( 3.1+GFAFAC(I)+.71*CIFDP (U+T)+. 37 4 
+ OLRIK (E,T)) 4 C CNFAC 
GO TC 418 
448 CF FFcl . II,2) =(1.2•GRAPAC(I1+.12•DIFDR(L,T)+.15• 
+ CLRIN (S,T)MCNFAC 
GO TC 418 
449 IF (TYPE.E0. C) GO TO 451 
_449 IF (TTFE.E0.0) GO IC 451 
_449 IF (TTFE.E0. 0) GO TC 451 
IF (CE-R II) .GE. 4) GO TO 450 
CEFFFT (I, 3)=(17.7•GPAFAC (I) 41.77*DIFOC(L), T) +2.12 4' 
+ COUR (SO') 1.4CCNFAC 
GO TC 419 
1.53 	FF°T (I,3)=(10.C•GPAF 	(I1+1.0*DIFOR 	)+1.2* 
+ CLRIM1 (SO') 1 4CONFAC 
GO TC 1, 19 
451 	IF (CR; IT I. GE. 1.1 GO TC 45? 
CEFFAT (193) 2 (10 .7 10 GRAF LC (1 1 41.07,0IFOR(U+T)*1.29 4 
+ CLRIN (5,T) ) 1•CCNFAC 
GO TC 41,9 
452 CEFFRT (I.3):(4.2*GRAFAC(I)+.42 4`0IFOR(U,T)+,, 514 
+ CLRIN(5,T)) ,CCNFAC 
GO TC 41.9 
453 IF (CAP (I).GE.41G0 TO 454 
CZFFRT (It4):(14.4 4 GFAFAC (1) 41.44*DIFOR(U, T) +1.73* 
145 
+ CLRINCE,T11•cONFAC 
GC TC 420 
454 C5H7 RTII,41=(6.0 4-GRAFAC(I1+.e 4 0IFOR(U,T1+.96 4 
+ CLRIN(E,T11•cONF4c 
GC TC 420 
WRITE (E,461) 
461 	FCRmAT(//."TH CONSTPLCTICN EFFCPTs FOR THE HELIPORTS") 
PRINT •,"OF CCNCEFN WILL BE PRINTED IN SUCCESSIVE ORDER. THE" 
PRINT •,"UNITE ARE 'EATA;_LICN-LAYS"' 
wRITE(6,466) 
466 	FCRmAT(//,"44 	 ",//1 
Tr(TYPE.E0.11G0 TC 462 
.PINT •,"THE mELIPCRT TO 9..E DESIGNED 1S IN TI-t FORwAko AREA" 
GO TO 463 
rnIhT •,"THE HELIPORT TO EE CESIGNED IS IN THE SUPPORT AREA" 
463 	0 460 I=1,LHELI 
RITE(6,4651I 
465 FCRmAT(//,"CONSTRUCTIvE KFFCPT FOR HELIPORT ",I2) 
CONEFF=0 
DO 475 J=1,4 
-;'ITE(6,470)J,CEFFPT(I,J) 
0 FCRPAT(/,"FCR HELICOFTEF TYPES 	EFFORT Is) ", 




FCRHAT(//,"TOTAL CONSTRUCT/VF EFFORT FOR TIE HELIPORT ISO . ) 
WRITE(E.476)GCNE.FF 




























PRINT •,"70s YOUR HELIPORT 	 A RUNWAY/TAXIWAY SYSTEM," 
RIINT •,"PACS/HOVERLANE SYSTEM, OR SIMPLY PADS?" 
PRINT •,"IF RUNIIAY/TAXIWAY.FNTER 1 	IF PADS ENTER 0 ..." 
PRINT ',"IF TAYI/MCVERLANF, ENTER 2." 
.REAL •,HFCRT 
IF(TYPE.E0.11G0 TC 740 
WRITE ( 6 ,730) 
730 	ECRPAT(////,•• FCRWAPC AREA HELIPORT SPECIFICATIONS ••• el ) 
146 
GO TC 750 
74C 	WRITE(6,745) 
745 FCRPAT(////," 44 * SIFFC:FT AREA H:LIP0PT SPECIFICATIONS *4' 4 ") 
750 IF(HPCFT.EQ.1)GO TO 560 
/F(HFoFT.EQ.2)GO TO 585 
PADAREA=G 
DO 500 1=1. 1 
IF(HCFS(I).E0.0)G0 TO 500 
L=I 
IF(TYPE.EC.11G0 TC 515 
PRINT 4 ," 	 TYPE ",l." HELICOPTERS 	  
PRINT •,"LANDING FAC SE.CIFICATIONS APE)" 
wRITE(6.505)PADLEN(L),FAChIC(L),PADGRI(1),CLPGRA(:) 
505 FCRHAT(/,"LENGTHs ",F4.01/1"WIOTHI 16,F4.0,/, 
+ "PAC GRACE (DIR OF ARF/CEF), ",F3.1,/, 
+ "MAX CLEAR AREA GRACE, ",F3.0,//) 
PRINT 4 ,"LANOING AREA CIMENSIONS ARE,"' 
WRITE(6,510)ARLEN(11L),ARhIC(1,L) 
510 FCRpAT(/,"LENGTHs ",F4.0,/,"WIDTHS ",F4.0,//) 
PRINT •,"NUMSER OF TYPE ",L," inns Ise "THDES2(L) 
PDAR=(FADLEN(L) 6 PADWID(L))*FDES2(L) 
PADAREA=PADAREA4PCAR 
GO TC 50C 
515 PRINT •9"   TYPE ",L," HELICOPTERS 	  
PRINT *,"LANDING FAO SPECIFICATIONS ARCS" 
WRITE(E,5ZCIPAOLEN(L),PADNIC(L),PAOGRA(2),CLRGRA(2) 
52C PCPwAT(/."LEtiGTHO ",F4.09/."WIDTH! "IF4.0,/, 
+ "PAD GRACL (DIR OF APP/DEF)s ",F4.1,/ 
+ ,"MAX CLEAR APEA GRADE' ",F4.01,//) 
PRINT 4 ,"LANDINC AREA CIMENSICNS ARE," 
ITE(6,525)ARLEN(2,L),AR%IC(2,L) 
525 FCRmAT(/,"LEGTHI ".F4.C,/,"WIDTHe "9F4.01//) 
PRINT •,"NUNRLR OF TYPE ",L," PADS ISI " v HDE52(l) 
PCAR=(FACLEN(L)=PACWIC(L)) 4 FDES2(1) 
PADARA=FAOAREA+PCAR 
;00 CJNTINLE 
IF(TYPE.EO.C)G0 TC 550 
PRINT •."SHCULDEF WIDTH IS 1C FUT." 
WRITE(6,501) 
501 	FORMAT!/,"GRACE OF SHOULDER IN CIRECTION CF APPROACH OR") 
PRINT •,"0=FARTUFF IS 1.5 PERCENT." 
wRITE(6,532) 
502 	FCRPAT(/,"TRANSVEFSE GRACE CF SHOULDERI") 
PRINT •," 	 MAX CF 3 PERCENT ... MIN OF 2 PERCENT" 
GO TC 555 
550 	WPITE(6,735) 
735 FCRMAT(////1"SHCULCEPS APE NOT CF CONCERN FOP FORWARD ") 
PRINT •,"AREA HELIFORTR." 
555 	WRITE(6,503) 
A3 FCRmAT(/,"APPROACh/C=PARTLRF ZONE SURFACE RATIO IS 1011",/) 
PRINT •,"APPROACF/CEPARTuRE ZONE LENGTH IS 1500 FEET." 
PRINT 4 ,"APPROACI-/CEPAFTURE ZONE WIDTH, OUTER EDGE," 
PRINT 	500 FEET." 
WRITE(6,504) 
504 FORMAT(/."ZW WIDTH AT :cu.- OF LANDING AREA IS FCLAL TO") 
PRINT •,"SPECIFIEC LANCING AREA WIDTH." 
WRITE(6,556) 
556 FORMAT(/,"TAKEOFF SAFETY ZCNE LENGTH IS 500 FLET....") 
PRINT •,"wICTh IS SAME AS AFPFCAC/DEFARTLRE ZONE." 
GO TO 598 
560 	M=0 
IF(FDES(4).GT.0)M=2 




562 FORMAT(//,"RLNNAY CONF/G,JRAT/ONS ARE NORmALLY SPECIFIED") 
PRINT *,"FOR SUPP(RT AREA HELIPCRTS WHERE TYPE 3 OR TYPE 4" 
PRINT *,"HELICORTERs ARE TO RE SERVED." 
PRINT *,"RUNWAY LENGTHS ARE 45C FEET IN RCTP CASES." 
WRITE(E,565)RWAwIC(M) 
565 FCRMAT(/,"RLNNAY wICTH IS: ",F4.0," FT") 
RWAYSLR=RNANIC(*. )* 451 
WRITE(6,570ITAXwIC(m) 
570 FORMAT(/,"TAXIWAY WICTH$ ARE: "1E4.0," ET",/. 
+ -LENGTH IS GIVLN LATER I THE SPECIFICATIONS.",//) 
PRINT *,"CLEARENCE FRCM RLNWAY AND TAXIWAY CENTERLINE TO" 
PRINT *,"FIXED OR MCVAELE OESTACLESI "IRWACLR(M) 
WRITE(6,573) 
FORMAT(//,"LONGITUCINAL GRADE OF RUNWAYS AND SHOULDERS IS") 
PRINT *,"PLLS OR MIN•S 2 PERCENT." 
ORLNIC==wANI0(m)+10. 
WRITE(6,760) 
760 	FORMAT(//,"HELIFCRT CIERRUN LENGTH IS 100 FT AND WIDTH") 
PRINT ',"IS ".rFEwID." FT. THE LONGITLnINAE GRACE IS" 
PRINT *,"2 PERCENT WITH THE TRANSVERSE GRADE RANGING" 




	FORMAT(//,"HELIFCRT CLEAR ZONE REQUIREMENTS ARE A LENGTH") 
PRINT *,"OF 100 FT ANC A WIDTH OF ",HECLZOIM)," FT." 
PRINT * ," CLrA 0 7CNE GRACE CECSI7. OF OVERPLN AND SHOULDERS" 
PRINT *,"IS 5 PERCENT." 
WRITE(6,574) 
574 FORMAT(/, "LONGITUDINAL GRACE OF TAxIwAY IS 2 PERCENT.",/1 
PRINT *,"TRANSVERSE GRACE CF RENWAY AND TAXIWAYS" 
PRINT *." 	 ea) CF 1.5 PERCENT ... MINOF 0.5 PERCENT" 
WRITE(6,c11) 
581 FORMAT(//,"MAX CLEAR AREA SLCPE IS 5 PERCENT.",//) 
PRINT *,"LONGITUDINAL GRACE CF TAXIWAYS ANC SHOULDERS IS 2 X" 
(6, R 
582 FORMAT(/,"TRANSVERSE GRADE OF TAXIWAYIS1"1 
PRINT *.," 	MAX CF 1.5 PERCENT ... MIN CF 0.5 PERCENT." 
WRITE (6,503) 
583 FORMAT(/,"SHOULDER WIDTH IS 10 FEET.",/) 
PRINT *,"TRANSVERSE GRACES OF TAXIWAY SHCLLDEFS ARE:" 
PRINT 0 ," 	MAx CF 3 PERCENT ... MIN OF 2 ', ERCENT. - 
WRITE (6,5E:.) • 
584 FORMAT(/,"CLEARENCE FROM TAXIWAY CENTERLINE TO FIXED OR") 
PRINT *,"MOVABLE CBSTACLES IS1 ".CLCLR(01," FT." 
WRITE(6,516) 
586 FORMAT(/,"GRADE IN TAXIWAY CLEAR ZONE IS 5 PERCENT.") 
571 WRITE(6,5E7) 
587 FORMAT(//,"*** PARKING FAD SPECIFICATIONS ***",/1 
TAXWYLNEC_ 
PADAREA=Z1 
DO 576 L=1,6 
IF(PCES(L).E0.0)GC TO 576 
PRINT *,"FCR HELICCRTER TYRE ",L,":" 
$4ITE(6,5751PAcLEN(L),FAR)IC(L),TAHOSPiLD 
575 FCRHAT(/,"LENGTH: 	 ",F4.0,///9 




IF(TYPE.MA) GO TO 560 
PRINT *,"LATERAL CLEARENCE FROM REAR AND SIDES OF FARKING" 
PRINT •,"PAC 70 FIXED CR MOVABLE OBSTACLES, EXCLUDING OTHER" 
PRINT •,"AIRCRAFTs ",LATCLR(1,L)," FT." 
WRITE(6,588)CCSPAC(1,L) 
148 
588 FORMAT(//,"CENTEP–TO-CEN'ER SPACING OF PARKING PADS ISI",F5.0,//) 
SPAC:(+DES24L1/2 +0.5) , CCSFAC(1,L) 
TAKNYLN=TAXWYLN.SPAC 
GO TC 57E 
580 PRINT *,"LATERAL CLLARINCE FROM FEAR AND SIDES OF PARKING" 
PRINT *,"PAC TO FIY70 OR MOVAELL7 OBSTACLES,FXCEPTIVG OTHER" 
PRINT *,"AIRCRAFT( ",LATCLRIZ,L) 
WPITE(6,700)CCSPAC(2,L) 




IF(pRoFT.NE o ltGr TC 578 
WRITE(6.795)TAXWYLV 
795 	FORMAT ("TAXI OR TAXI–HCVEFLANE LENGTH IS",F6.0" FT."//) 
TAKARPA=TAXWYLN 4TAINT0(k) 
GO TC 579 
57E MOVARrA=TAKwYLNeLAWID 
579 IF(TYPE.E11.11G0 TC 577 
PRINT *,"PARKING FAC GRACE IN ANY DIRECTION 1St** 
PRINT it," 	HA), OF ! FEPCFNT ... MIN OF C.5 FcCENT." 
GO IC 770 
577 	PFINT +,"PARKING PAC GRACE IN ANY DIRECTICN 1St" 
PRINT *." 	MAY CF 1.5 PLPCFNT ... MIN OF 0.5 PERCENT." 
GO TO 770 
585 PRINT •,"** 4 TA)I/FC1ER-ANE SFECIFICATIOrS •44," 
DO 590 I=1,4 
IF(FCES(I).E).01GC TO 590 
WRITE(6,701)I 
701 FORMAT(//,"FCR TYPE ",Ii," HELICCPTERS, LANE WIDTP ISI",/) 
IR(TYPE.Plel:GO TC 595 
PRINT 1 ," 	 "0-1011WID(1,I) n FT. " 
LANIC=MCVNID(1,I) 
GO TC 530 




702 FORMOT(//1"TRANWRSE LANE GRACE ISI",/,241f,"HAX OF 5 
+PERCENT... MIN OF 1.5 FERCENT.",/) 
IFETYPE.E0.1)GO TO 596 
,PRINT •,"THE LONGITLCINAL CRADF IS 10 PERCENT." 
GO TC 571 
596 PRINT *,"THE LONGITUDINAL GRADE IS 5 PERCENT." 
770 	WRITE (6, 7 801 
780 FORMAT(//,"HFLIPCRT AFPRCACH–DEPARTURE ZCNE SUPFACE FATIC") 
PRINT *,"IS 1311. ZCNE" LENGTH IS 1500 FEET." 
IF(PPCRT.E0.2)G0 TO 785 
PRINT +,"APPROACN ■ CEFARTLRE ZONE WIDTH AT ENE OF CLEAR" 
PRINT *,"ZONE EOLALS THE WIDTH OF CLEAR ZONE." 
GO TO 790 
785 	PRINT *."APPROACH—DEFARTLRE ZONE WIDTH AT ENC OF TAXI–" 
PRINT *,"HOVERLANE EQUALS THr WIDTH OF TAXI-HOVERLANE." 
790 	PRINT *,"APPROACN–DEPAPTLRE ZCNF WIDTH AT CLTIR ENO IS 850 FT." 
598 WRITE(6.703) 
703 FORMAT(//."THIS COPFLETEE FELIPCRT SFECIFICATIONS.",//) 
IF(EFORT.NE.1)GC TO 551 
PRINT •,"RUNWAY AREA TO EL SURFACED ISt ",RWAYSUR 
PRINT •,"SQUARE FEET." 
PRINT •,"TAXIWAY AREA TO BE SURFACED IS: ".TAXAREA 
PRINT •...SQUARE FEAT." 
PRINT •,"PARKING PAC AREA TC 9E SURFACED ISt ",PAOAREA 
PRINT *,"SQUARE FEET." 
AREA=RWAYSUR+TAXAREA+PACAPEA 
149 
GO TC 55? 
591 IF(0FOFT.NE.2)G0 TC 592 
PRINT +,"TA)IIWAY/MCVERLmNE AREA TO BE SURFACLO IS' ", 
PRINT •.HOVAREA," MARE FEET." 
PRINT v,"RAFKING FAD AREA TC E: SURFACCO IS' ",FADARLA 
PRINT •,"SOLARE FUT." 
ARFA=FOVAA7iA+PAOAREA 
GO TO 599 
592 PRINT 4, ,"PAC AREA TO 6F SLPFACEC IS' ".FACAR5A 
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